


THE NEW 2000 MAXIMA. Good news for humans. Your ears will feast on the dulcet tones of a custom-tuned, 7-speaker, 200-watt 

Bose audio system with CO player. Your nose will find olfactory charms in fragrant and sumptuous Seton" leather appointments. Your 

mouth can imbibe lattes nestled comfortably In front or rear cup holders, /^s for your eyes, they will no doubt demand a second look whenever 

you park. And as for your sense of touch, let's just say, few things in this life feel as good as the Maxima's leather-wrapped steering 

wheel in your hands, its 222-horsepower V6 underfoot, and the road stretched before you. We should know, we have a swth sense 

for this kind of stuff. Inquiries? Phone: 800-335-3568. Or click: nissandriven.com. The new 2000 Maxima. CARS LIKE IT: 0.

SS With ^ ^ traden^arK of the Bose



SQ. FT. OF LEATHER: 45 

BOSE STEREO SPEAKERS: 7 

SENSES DELIGHTED: 5

DRIVEN.



LOOK, IT’S THE NEW 2000 MAXIMA.

WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN?
Call our 800 number or visit our web site to order an eye-opening 

7-minute video featuring insights from Jerry Hirshberg, Nissan Chief 

Designer. You'll also receive a comprehensive 32-page brochure 

full of spectacular photos and packed with facts - from the Maxima‘s 

huge 32-horsepower increase to its bigger, even more luxurious inter

ior to its sports-car-like cornering capabilities. Amazing but true.

4

800-972-98S8 maximal.com

91999 Nissan Noilh Ainerica. Inc. Nissan, Ihe Nissan Logo, DRIVEN and Maxima are trademarks owned Dy or licensed to Nissan.



(BarlowlRTie)

Fine teakwood outdoor and leisure furniture, 
made with care and craftsmanship since 1920.

Ensuring a lifetime of satisfaction and enjoyment.

Manufactured from plantation grown teak.

Recipient of seven international design excellence awards.

Barlow Tyrie Inc.
1263 Glen Avenue Suite 230 
Moorestown New Jersey 08057-1139 USA

www.teak.comTel: 1-800 451 7467 Fax; 8562739199

Available Through Architects and Interior Designers.

A subsidiary of Barlow Tyrie Limited, Braintree, England.





1t*s not how it looks on me that's important. It's what it stands for.

One stone for our past, one for the present, one for our future. 

Okay, I admit it. That it looks fabulous doesn't hurt either.

The thhee-stone anniversary ring. Most exquisite with a center stone of 1/2 carat or more. 

De Beers, the world’s diamond experts since I8SS. www.adiamondisforever.com
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RE-SURFACE
In 2 weeks, wrinkles begin to retreat 
In 4 weeks, a new skin surfaces
______ THE FIRST WRINKLE CORRECTOR WITH NANOCAPSULES* OF RETINOL CONCENTRATE.
Lancome's patented Nanocapsuie technology gently releases Retinol. Your skin receives 
continuous wrinkle-smoothing benefits for up to 16 hours.
All the power of Retinol, the purest form of Vitamin A, is stabilized and protected for 
maximum effectiveness and gentleness in a silky-light texture that can be used day or night.

RESULT: Re-Surface significantly reduces the appearance of surface wrinkles to uncover 
a completely new side to your skin.
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BELIEVE IN BEAUTY
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Child style 23 Kitchen Caboodle 43
STOCK UP Kitchen essentials, 
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A child is born. And there is a new center of your universe. You begin to consider a new car 

to satisfy the needs of your family. You assume you must sacrifice the pure pieasure of driving 

for safety and space. But what if the car is a Saab 9-5 Wagon? It has antisubmarining seats 

designed to prevent your child from sliding under the seat belt. It has sixteen separate storage 

compartments for ad your child’s playthings. And, what’s this? A turbocharged engine. Yes, one 

accommodate both your family and you.car can

© 199° SAAB CARSUSA.JNC
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doing the dishes

o
NE EVENING NOT LONG AGO, I was talking to a friend as he bustled arouTid, clear
ing the table and washing the dishes after a dinner he had prepared for a rather large 

group. (O happy role reversal!) He seemed to enjoy the cleanup as much as he had the 

cooking—soaping each plate, glass, and pot lavishly, rinsing it thoroughly and placing 
it to dry on a rack. I asked him why all this seemed to give him so much pleasure. “It’s my way of saying 

thank you to the pot,” he replied, patting its bottom

No dishwasher. No caterer. No maid. Preparation, cooking, serving—all accomplished in a spirit of 

steady, patient, and companionable effort. Of course, everything we build into our kitchens today 

goes in the opposite direction. Several dishwashers. Caterer’s 
kitchens. Enough Sub-Zeros to set the house humming. Nat
urally, we need all the help
promises a cleaner house, a better dish, is something I 
in my life. I’ve started turning down the corners of pages in 
the Williams-Sonoma catalog in search of the ever elusive 
tool for better— best!—living.

It’s been ever thus; our enthusiasm for the things that 
make housework easier certainly isn’t new. Each generation 
simply finds its own tools for liberation. And buying these 
things for someone else is even considered a mark of love, 
affection, and solidarity in the mutual assault on homemaking.
(“And he bought her a dishwasher and a coffee percolator ...,” 
as Joni Mitchell traces the arc of a courtship.) Myself, I can’t 
wait to buy a brand-new, superquiet, elegant dishwasher 
whose door doesn’t need slam
ming five or six times to convince 
it that I’m seriously ready to get 
this load done.

But what have we lost in all the 
acquiring? Some attitude of caring 
for, of gratitude for, the things that 
make up the everyday rituals of 
life. One of my fondest childhood 
memories is of enormous Sunday 
meals with my grandparents in 
Kentucky, a place we never visited 
often enough, as far as I was con
cerned. I loved everything about 
it— the white clapboard house, the 
sleeping porch where I was placed 
in a cot so high off the ground I

tenderly as if he had just diapered a baby.as

had to be lifted out in the morning, the farm, the cows, the 
little pond where I caught my first fish, my grandfather’s 
pipe, my grandmother’s radiantly sweet soul. . . . Anyway, 
they used to serve elaborate dinners after the church 
huge affairs, aunts, uncles, cousins gathered round a table 
piled high (in my child’s eye) with chicken and mashed 
potatoes and greens and gravy and biscuits—well, you get 
the idea. Afterward, my grandparents would head into 
the kitchen to dean up.

Many years later, long after they had died, my father made 
a remark, almost off-handedly, probably during one of our 
incessant arguments about whose turn it was to do the 
dishes, about how his parents had never owned a dishwasher, 
so who was I to complain? When my dad had urged them 
to “modernize,” they refused. Cleaning up after meals

get. Every gadget thatwe can
want service.

was
a pleasure for them. There was
nothing he liked more, my grand
father explained, than standing
next to my grandmother after
dinner while she washed the dishes
and handed them, one by one, to
him to dry and put away. They >
loved each other. And together,
they made a home. What more
could they want?

Dominique Browning, editor

12
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PLEASE CALL 600,899.4757 OR VISIT US @ V^WW.WATERWORKS.COM ♦FOR A $15.00 CATALOGUE
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ojien something along that has a way ThermadarEvery so comes (?'
of brining ideas to life. And makes you talented.more

Even a touch more daring. Something that says go ahead, improvise a little. You've got all the help

intheworld. Thermador. Let it spark your ima^nation. 1'800-656-9226 www.thermador.com



letters
out of the closet
THANK YOU FOR the teccnt issue 
on closets [“Domestic Bliss,” 
November], It inspired me to do 
the following: (r) go through each 
closet in my house and ruthlessly 
cull items that were worn infre
quently, outgrown, or redundant;
(2) make a pact with my family that 
if new items were purchased, some
thing in the closet had to go; and
(3) give away those perfectly good 
clothes that we don’t need to those 
who do. Because this issue followed 
on the heels of the one on luxury,
it made clear the difference between 
luxury and excess. Most of us 
do not need bigger closets. Maybe 
bigger hearts, instead?

SHERRY TUCKER DAVID

McKinney, TX

I JUST FINISHED reading 
“Welcome,” by Dominique Browning 
[November]. It’s lovely—as usual— 
but I have one thought to add. I 
believe that people in general (trans
lation; me, in particular) clean and 
order their homes according to the 
chaos and hysteria that is taking 
place in the larger world. My home 
is never so neat as when a nuclear 
treaty is being negotiated or another 
schoolyard shooting has taken place. 
Peace in the closet is a poor substi
tute for peace in the world, but when 
we need to find tranquillity—and 
don’t—it becomes our responsibility 
to create it somewhere. And behind 
our closet doors is as good a place 

as any to start.
MAUREEN K. POLIFRONI

Harrington Park, NJ

PLEASE WRITE US House 6" Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York, NY 
10036). We also accept letters by E- 
mail (letters@house-and-garden.com) 
and fax (212-286-4977). Include your 
name, address, and daytime phone 
number. All submissions become the 
property of House 6" Garden and will 
not be returned; they may be edited 
and published or otherwise used in 
any medium.

For the name of the nearest Affiuated Quauty Designer, 

PLEASE CALL 800-909-6006, request dept. 200 
OR VISIT our tVEB SITE AT WWW.QCC.COM

Send $6.00 for our new 44-page full color collection. 

PO Box 189, New Holland, PA. 17557-0189

© Quality Custom Cabinetry. Inc.
House crGarden • February 2000



DAVID YURMAN

729 MADISON AVENUE 
AT 64th STREET 

NEW YORK, NY 10021 
212-752-4255
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First mass-produced metal

1939
First mass-produced vinyl

1952
First 24-hour diner

1999
Lucy Chair 
$79.99 at Target*
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T Bmce Bierman
designed this room, an

ror homage to ThomasI

the Tank Engine, for a
client in Connecticut.

f the right decorator is just as vital as a good pediatrician. “My client saidOR SOME FAMILIES,

‘Were having a boy, and my husband wants a drop-dead baby’s room,’ ” recalls designer Bruce 

Bierman, who created this Thomas the Tank Engine fantasy for a little boy in Connecticut.

ooCD

o
<

<J3

Drop-dead” meant hiring an imaginative cabinetmaker to fashion an 

I engine and four cars that do double duty as a crib, changing table, chest ^ 

I of drawers, and toy box. It meant meticulously cutting up

I and reassembling two Stark carpets to create a track. It

4kS
oU3 >

z
then 

and now
page 36 L>.

0
oI EDITED BY DAN SHAW
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meant painting clouds on the ceiling and 
rolling hills on the walls. It also meant 
spending about $50,000. Is that too much?
Not if you know that the parents’ rooms 
cost at least that much, says Victoria Car- 
rique, who helped Bierman design the room.

n this new age of excess, the question 
comes up again and again. “When Is 
Enough Too Much?” read a headline in The 

New York Times last fall, referring to the brawl 
between billionaire Ronald O. Perelman and 
his ex-wife, Patricia Du^ over their four-year- 
old daughter, Caleigh. In case you missed the 
domestic kerfuffle, Duff’s lawyer argued that 
Caleigh deserved to live as nicely as Perel- 
man’s daughter from a previous marriage and, 
reported the Times, in “rough parity with 
Upper East Side family.” According to testi
mony given by an interior decorator, this 
meant a $130,000 bedroom with $13,000 
upholstered walls, a $6,500 painted ceiling, a 
$19,500 antique desk and chair, and a walk-in closet with a $6,500 
carpet. Sixty-five hundred dollars for a kid's rug? In a closet? Apart from 
the outlandish details, the Duff-Pcrelman story raised some actual 
issues—such as, if you wake up every morning and stumble 
a near priceless Aubusson, isn’t your child also entitled to do

so? Many normally free-spending 
designers say no. “It seems irre
sponsible,” says William Sofield, 
who designs Gucci stores as well 
as residential projects for young

an

families. “Unless you have a very effete child who happens to appre
ciate the value of signed Nakashima pieces, for example.”

More important, kids grow. Babies don’t stay babies for very 
long. Painted duckies and mounds of eyelet might not be appeal
ing to the five-year-old who lives and breathes Spawn creatures; and 
eight-year-olds become teenagers in a terrifyingly short time. “My 
thinking is, buy things that are going to last a lifetime,” says Pamela 
Scurry, who designs kids’ (and adults’) rooms using the hand- 
painted furniture from her Manhattan store, Wicker Garden’s 
Children. “So you have a chest of drawers in the baby’s room with

across

5

'ielementary design d

When the Eameses were young, so were some of their customers.

In the ’40s and '50s, both Knoll and Herman Miller produced chil 

dren's furniture by their star designers. In fact, Charles and Ray 

Eames's first production pieces were for kids—5,000 molded 

plywood chairs with a heart shape cut out in the back section, 

which came off their Evans Products assembly line in 1945. "It 

enabled Charles to work out some of the problems for the

adult chairs that came

one year later," says Peter Loughrey of Los Angeles Modern Auc

tions, which will sell a rare cache of the chairs (estimate: $8,000 to 

$10,000 each) in March. Not all vintage modern kids' furniture is 

so dear. Pint-sized Bertoia chairs manufactured by Knoll from the 

'50s to the '80s fetch $200 to $300. Alas, it's unlikely that Herman 

Miller or Knoll will reissue these classics. "There would have to 

be so many engineering changes to meet today's safety standards 

Herman Miller's Kelli Gierz. "The original designs would be spoiled."—i.G.

aA 1955 Knoll ad for 

Bertoia chairs, 
above. Coveted 
Eames chairs, right.

g

c

says So
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C” is for catalog((

child style
3 THE WARM BISCUIT BEDDING CO. 

(800-2S1-42S1) Retro-style crib sets that 
are hip and cozy. ‘‘Changing crib sheets Is 
a drag,” notes the catalog, which has a 
neat Cheat Sheet ($2$) that goes on top of 
the crib mattress and ties to the slats.

a shelf that fits on top as a changing tabic. Inayear. the shelf comes 
offi and maybe in fifteen years, the chest moves out into the hall, or 
the room becomes a guest room. Agood chest of drawers is a good 
chej?t of dra'vwrs.” And it might cost about $3,000 at Scurry’s shop.

Esther Sadowsky’s Manhattan firm, Charm & Whimsy, also 
creates hand-painted interiors for kids, with prices ranging from 
$5,000 to $20,000, She has a pretty .stria “No ducky" policy: “I tell 
the parents that we’ll put the ducks—meaning stuffed animals— 
on the shelves with the little baby books, In a few years, the stuffed 
animals and tinv books will be replaced by other things.”

1
uring a recent project, Matthew White, a Los Angeles 
designer, was somewhat stunned at the final cost of a bed
room for a three-year-old girl: $40,000. “Which is not so 

much,” says White, “if you consider that the other rooms aver
aged about $100,000, But I thought we’d do a fun flea market 
room for Sio,ooo. Something theatrical and whimsical, with stuff 
you can throw out and not feel guilty about, because in two years 
she’s going to be a completely different person.” But Mom 
out, so this child will live in a set .straight out of The Utt/e Princess. 
with canopies and a princess bed and flowers on the ceiling. The 
props were delivered in one day so that the room could be 
presented to her as a fait tout accompli. “What really drives kids’ 
rooms is the parents' fantasy—don’t you think?" White says.

But what do kids really want? “There have been a lot of stud
ies showing that kids are drawn to wide-open plains,” says 
Robert Bechtel, professor of psychology at the University of Ari
zona in Tucson and the editor of the journal Environment and 
Behavior. “Of course, if you ask them to draw pictures of places 
they like, kids tend to draw caves.”

“Just give them a safe place to sleep, a little nook to climb 
into,” says Walter Chatham, a Manhattan architect whose

N.M. CHILD (800-825-8000)
Though some of the beds are straight out of .in**. - ^ 
Grimm’s Fairy Tales, the decorating stories 
sold here are both whimsical and access!- ^ j
b(e, considering this is a Neiman Marcus 

catalog offspring.

d i E.A. KIDS (800-228-9229)
Ethan Allen's latest is the Al 

4 Gore of catalogs—solid and squeaky- 
mA clean. If your child needs a computer 
Lgjfc desk (and what kid doesn’t?), E.A. Kids 

should have what you’re looking for.

------- POTTERY BARN KIDS (800-430-7373)
The catalog that revolutionized the 
industry. The choices are as 
varied as the menu in a 
Greek coffee shop— 
furniture for tots and tweens 
with motley sensibilities.

won

children spent babyhood sleeping in
an industrial laundry hamper, an ad hoc 
cave-crib that could be wheeled around the family’s lofts. You 
might—gasp!—even ask a kid what appeals to her. “Not whether 
she likes Barney or Barbie,” Sadowsky says, “because that will 
inevitably change. You ask what activities she’s into, what colors 

she likes." L.A. designer Rose Tarlow says, “You ask what
makes her feel safe and special. It doesn’t matter if itCharm A Whimsy's
looks strange. Because you’re building memories. NotEsthor Sadowsky
your memories. Hrrr."—penelope greenin a girl's room sha

designad on tha
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ttie gold standard
here is no other day-care center in the 

country quite like LuLu’s Child Enrich

ment Center. Named after the bulldog 

belonging to Mitchell Gold and Bob Williams, 

the duo who run the Mitchell Gold Co., the 

center is located at the company’s furniture 

factory in Taylorsville, NC, and fees are just 

$65 to $75 a week for employees' children. 

"This is my proudest accomplishment," says

Gold, who also takes great pride in hav

ing built, in ten years, a $50 million com

pany whose customers include Pottery 

Barn. Crate & Barrel, and Restoration

PHardware. Naturally, the center is out- ,j 

fitted with Mitchell Gold's line of club | 

chairs for children. "I love coming in and g 

seeing the kids reading in their chairs," t 

Gold says. “Then they get up and jump 

all over me. Even though I’m 

their parents' boss, they call 

me Mitchell, not Mr. Gold."

His benevolence has had an 

unexpected payoff: the cen

ter doubles as a product

testing laboratory, "We 

thought we could make chil

dren's furniture much less expen

sively than our regular furniture, 

but we learned that's not possible," 

he says, “Kids climb all over furni

ture. so it needs to be really tough."
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It also needs to be good-looking. "A lot of our 

children's furniture doesn't end up in kids’ 

rooms," he point outs. "Customers put it in 

their living or family rooms. They want this fur

niture to go with the rest of the home." —o.s.
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A CELLINI MONACO KITCHEN IN BIRD’S EYE MAPLE NATURAL

For an exceptional look in cabinetry that you won’t find anywhere else, 
VISIT YOUR nearest CANAC SHOWROOM OR CALL 1 800 CANAC 4U

A KOHLER

TO OSOeR A -KITCHEN PLANNER'. PLEASE SEND VOUB NAME AND ADDRESS WITH A $5 CHECK
CANAC KITCMENSITO; KITCHEN PLANNER. 360 JOHN STREET. THORNHILL, ONTARIO CANADA L3T3M9

(PAYABLE TO



individual pages, you can create your own 

portfolio of favorites on the site itself. "It’s 

our version of the manila envelope of mag

azine pages that you keep in your night-

M
 drawer," co-founder and publisher 

Ashbrook says. "We’re embracing the
/

metaphor that consumers already know, 

and infusing it with more power." Indeed, 

this virtual clip file lets consumers show their 

architect or spouse what they've "clipped" 

via an E-mail program that’s built into the site.

Since HomePortfolio.corn's contents are 

already overwhelming, Rouse and Ashbrook 

have devised many ways to edit searches 

and help users leapfrog among categories. 

"We had to disaggregate and reaggregate 

the industry." says Rouse, explaining how dif

ficult it was to create a vehicle to unite the 

home-furnishings industry. “It’s a complex 

mathematic matrix that makes this possible."

When it comes to on-line purchases, the 

site isn't always so logical. If you're search

ing for computer workstations, you'll find sev

eral by Herrr^an Miller—but no direct link to 

Miller's site, hmstore.com (though there is a 

link to hermanmiller.com on the "Resource 

Guide" page, along with other E-tailers, like 

fumtture.com). This winter, HomePortfolio.com 

will start selling products from 50 of its more 

than 750 manufacturers, but its main purpose 

will always be guiding users to the right 

brick-and-mortar store from a growing list of 

25,000 retailers. "We want to expand con

sumers' options," says Rouse. "Nobody says,

'I want to decorate my house only with stuff 

that I can buy on-line.’

e-verything
omePortfolio.com blows my mind. 

This uPer-site was conceived as 

the first place to go when you are 

thinking about buying something new for 

your home—a place to comparison-shop 

before getting into the car and visiting a store 

or showroom. You can preview everything 

from architectural elements (111 types of 

moldings by five different manufacturers) 

to woodburning ovens (19 models by five

different companies). "We help you know 

what's out there," says chairman and CEO 

Roily Rouse. If you’re considering a leather 

sofa, you can see 187 examples on Home- 

Portfolio.com—from Cassina’s avant-garde 

Veranda model to Coach's all-American 

Madison. And if you decide that you like 

the Coach aesthetic, the site allows you 

to click on the ten other Coach products that 

have been posted. Instead of bookmarking —D.s.

the joy of clickingE-DITORS’ CHOICE

£
Clear out a few of your kitchen cabinets, drawers, and countertops, and make 
room for ali the great stuff you are going to find (and find that you need) at 
cooking.com. There are hundreds and hundreds of gadgets here: five ice 
cream makers, eight kinds of roiling pins, 15 graters (like my new four-sided 
one, left, perfect for zesting lemons), 25 types of bottle openers, and no fewer 
than 62 types and sizes of spatulas. The site is divided into a dozen different 
“stores,” like the one for outdoor entertaining, which offers everything from 
kabob racks to indestructible tumblers. If you discover that all this new stuff 
is making you feel like a professional chef, then you might want to order one 
of the chefs hats ($9.95 and $22.95) that are available, too. —kelly winkler
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dinner for 8, chez marcella: $475

one happy birthday card: $1.95 

leopard-print, peekaboo nightie: $45

Still being able to make her blush:
one

there are some things money can’t buy.

for everything else there’s MasterCard.*

www.mastercard.com02000 MasterCard Imemational Incorporated



Apta collection by Maxalto. Traditional with a contemporary spirit.

B£
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Maxalto is a B&B Italia division. Apta collection designed by Antonio Citterio.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 1-800-872-1697
B&B Italia U.S.A, INC, 150 East 58'^ Street, New York, NY 10155.
Internet: http;//www.bebitaiia.it E-mail: bbitalia@nyct.net

Also available through Architects and Interiors Designers.

A^AXALTO



blis^
euro by meredith etherington smith

the next BIG thing
he taste map of London is changing—fast. Ten years ago, if I wanted to 
know what was stirring in the world of decorative antiques, I walked down 
the Pimlico Road and gazed longingly into Geoffrey Bennison’s window, 

which usually featured a 20-foot-high neoclassical urn with moss still clinging 
to it. Big was, well, big then. But Geoffrey is dpadywipm out by decorating for
Marie-Helene de Rothschild, and as well as ammonite fossils and nineteenth-
that other great Pimlico Road taste 'century French Provincial furniture,
broker, Carlton Hc^bs, has moved, j Supermodels such as Claudia
Before he left the Pimlico Road, Schiffer and the Spice Girls shop
Hobbs gave a marvelous party, ■ here, reflected in the silvery
which swirled around the depths of Venetian mirrors,
biggest ei^teenth-century ^ Opposite is Solaris. Here
chandelier I have ever ■' Hassan Abdullah usually has an
seen, which he had exquisite Biedermeier chair or two,
bagged in black muslin. which he upholsters in plain white
It was absolutely won- canvas, as opposed to those boring
derful. Big. Big and chic. old Napoleonic bee brocades. He

Big is still very, very also has a passion for '^os-modeme
big with Christopher lights, mostly Murano.
Gibbs, a refugee W ^ combines these
from what remains with eighteenth-century
of the antiques trade '1 |^. ’ girandoles, Swedish
in Bond Street, and " Gtistavian furniture,
now the grandest^^r- modem glass, “Donna
nisseur of the Pimlico ' Karan, Nicole Farhi, Lulu
Road gang. “It’s the Guinness, and Patrick Cox
Rialto of taste, dear,” come in here a lot, and so
he told me, sitting under- does David Collins,” he
neath a 14-foot-high teUs me. (Collins, rumor
mottled faience stove in has it, is very much in line
the shape of a gigantic um to do up Madonna’s huge new house
on a stepped plinth, with its own wrought-iron fender, towering in The Boltons, virtually opposite Tom Ford’s new house.)
over his showroom in a tiny street behind the Pimlico Road. Shoreditch, in London’s East End, is obviously going to be
“Wonderful, that, isn’t it? Made for the Due de la Roche Guyon for the next Very Big Destination. If it’s really, really modern you
the Salle des Gardes at the Chateau de la Roche Guyon. We had ^ are after, this is the place. It’s easy to explore; just tap in
to get a crane to get it in.” He beams. Gibbs, a rumpled, jolly figure, www.hiddenart.co.uk for a cybertrip round many of these
is busy at the moment vrith Dinah Casson and David Mlinaric, studios. And what could be more modem than a millennium
helping the Victoria and Albert Museum rehabilitate the plantation? Lord Rothschild’s daughter Beth, a horticul-
British Galleries. And, although discreet enough not to turist, is planting an avenue of 2,000 paces, one for each
mention names, he is also helping Sir Paul Getty and clients in year of the millennium, at Waddesdon, the High
the field of pop, such as Mick dagger, to find extraordinary, ^ Victorian house restored by her father. The
but not necessarily expensive, objects and furniture. ^ woodland areas featured along its length

“I only buy what I like,” he tells me, “and you know, ^ are inspired by members of Beth’s family
you can stiU find marvelous objects for not much W For her mother, who loves English
money.” As I left, Toiylngfao, the American decorator, ^ woodlands, only native trees will
came in, followed by a slipstream of clients. be used; for her American

But if I want to know what’s going to play in terms of brother-in-law, the film director
less haute-decorative looks, the junction of Ledbury Road WHIiam Brookfield, the trees
and Westboume Park Road, in the heart of ferociously smart ^ — will be native to his homeland.

Notting HiU, is a must on Saturdays from about one o’clock. I * ^ cannot think of a nicer or
Check out David Champion’s shop, full of such African tribal I ^ more permanent homage to
art as Giacometti-ish groups of wooden figures from Tanzania, 1 life far, far beyond Y2K.

t
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r-THE ROAD BEFORE YOU OPENS WIDE. YOU ENGAGE THE SEQUENTIAL SPORTSHIFT. INSTANTLY, 225

HORSES SNAP TO ATTENTION, PROPELLING YOU DEFTLY ON YOUR WAY. The Acura 3.2TL features a new

5-speed automatic transmission, which means faster, smoother acceleration, it also means that, while in Sequential

SportShift mode, you can manually shift through each gear, giving you unprecedented control of the TL driving

©/9S9 Acura Division of Amiican Hontia Molar Co., tnc. Acura, TL and Seqianiial SportShift ore Iradtmarks of Honda Molar Ox. Lid. MSRPfi>r’3.2Ti etdiides dtsilfiation. lax, idle and license. Make an inieil^m'^eitim. &sien year seat bell. _ •



Down^^R^1ft¥eP3:4a££UAJpshift ouf’^of
experience.

it. Upshift once more as the open road beckons

yet again. For a closer look at thej^uraJL, visit

www.acura.com or call 1-800-TO-ACURA.
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'K:. ■ ; - here's nothing worse than a 
bad sofa; it can ruin the best of 
rooms. I can usually spot one 
miles away—short of seal, tee-

■
 tering on chubby legs that are a little 
; too high, arms rounded and over- 

stuffed, and generally bursting at the 
seams. Sofas like this belong in Bolero paint

ings, not in living rooms. Over the cen
turies, the English have come up with 
some of the best basic sofas: deep, low, 
and lean. Many are slipcovered, which 
makes them chic but unpretentious.
The French like their sofas a bit more 
habilte and pulled together, but they 
are still of perfect proportions. Coco 
Chanel’s was exquisite—miles long, but slim, 
with a single suede seat cushion. Then there's 
Jean-Michel Frank's masterpiece

iSR
- 1--I'f

Late 1700s Thd TuHkTsh-styie sofa 

in the Divan Room of Sweden’s 

Bernshammar house is enchanting.
mi ■4

!

V,

t

1954 Florence Knoll’s 

classic is low and lean.
Ca. 1640 The Knole settee is 

a wonderful English classic.

11930s Coco
/'C^[iel quilted
^ her bags after she -

quilted her sofa.'r^l
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wear the world.
•;-.f..Oi‘i: 3 ‘Fine diamonds, =1:■>< § 5;c.V'-;jewelry, watches

*. f' 4

and luxury items 

directly from sources 

around the world. 

Discoveries found 

nowhere else.

For style that's 

uniquely yours. Mondera.CO f

www.mondera.com, aol keyword: Mondera, or call (800)MONDERA.
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coastalbliS^ ^
by paul ferine

the good earth

t he status game is getting very expensive. It’s no longer 
enough to boast the latest Learjet or a Patagonian ranch; 
you’ve got to come up with something that requires 

not only a bucket of dough but also some commitment. 
and passion. One’s own vineyard definitely fits the bill \\
Restaurateur Michael McCarty was not interested in the status 
game so much as using his ideally situated Malibu property to

i realize his dream vineyard. Ecco, Malibu Vine* 
yards. Located midway on Rambla Pacifica, 
with stunning views of the coastline, the tidy 
2.5-acre vineyard was planted with stock from 
Chalone Vineyards and nurtured through the 

^ &rst few seasons by experts who checked for the food fairy h 
/\ rot and pests. The vineyard began producing 

in 1989, and to the astonishment of 
6^' many skeptics, world-class cabernets 

and Chardonnays began to appear in 
, Michael’s restaurants a decade later.
^ The small output (200 cases a year) only 

adds to the mystique. “This time of year, I 
love to barbecue the local langoustine clawless 
lobster you find off the Charmel Islands, with 
truffles and my own Chardonnay,” McCarty 

, '-confides. “Need I say more?” Well, actually, 
yes. ^u could invite me to your next shindig.
(Neighbors and friends, including Anjelica 

Huston and Bette Midter, are always on hand 
' :1 when the mesquite chips start a-smoldering.

me a fridge full of d^jjjH 
cious food,” says the ^
something good for the environment. What couSfSe^ttcr?mg

•</

compost happens
Actually, it doesn’t just happen. But more about that later. So 
what do you need to manifest your dream kitchen? A Gaggeneau 
broiler? An under-counter Traulsen wine cooler? No matter how 
good your appliances, when all is said and done, the final result is 
always compost. Or, more accurately the raw material for compost. 
Dinner-table conversations that could turn raucous over the 
best huik d'olive vkrge have lately taken a decidedly odorous turn.

Do you use a Gedye or a Biostack? How about an aerated 
system? Do you rotate weekly? (Not on my schedule, darling!) 
And the most intimate of queries: Do you u.se your own bio
solids? (No, I’m not explaining that one.) It’s not enough to grow 
your own vegetables anymore; you must use your own compost— 
and lots of it. For the uninitiated, the City of Los Angeles has a 
Solid Resources Recycling Division, which holds regular

on composting. Even if you don’t have a
garden, you’re expected to com

post in your apartment with 
ms self-contained

|V

whole lotta love
y/ What is love? Needless to say it’s never what
B you expect. But if all you expect is a basket
B of yummy fruits and vegetables,

r you’re in luck. For many
Angelenos, true love is the LA. Organic Vegetable 

Express. No time to shop? Let LOVE do it 
for you. They guarantee fresh, chemical- and 
pesticide-free fruits and vegetables delivered 
to your door just hours after they’ve been 
harvested. LOVE is the child ofVenice J 
resident Rick Segal, who worked F
for a similar service in San Francisco.
Scores of customers, including 
actress Jennifer Grey, are more 
than happy to let Segal do the early- 
morning shopping for them. “I love 
coming home after a hard day on

seminars

^an ini
ys red wormsunii

that just gti^le up 
coffe^fcounis and pa^ya peels— 
and,^Rto, fresh Utilizer that 
yourTtoLise plants will devour. 
Bette Midler (she’s certainly 
working this column!) has 
been a spokesperson and 
avid compost campaigner for 
ruuii^iyi iiLj, and tin. Divine One 
certainly knows her compost!

ose
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Creating a fernery 
in a shady spot can 
be a one-day project

uring the height of the Victorian 
fern craze, people donned stout 
boots, took up their collecting 

gear, and strode into the countryside in pur
suit of that coveted but elusive fern Dry- 
opteris oneupmansbipii. Their frondy trophies 
were then proudly installed in an area of the 
garden called a fernery. To Victorians, a 
fernery was proof that one was fashionable,
scientific, artistic, and, probably, rich. a foot and a half. Dig in a six-inch or deeper pleased with the composition. Take into

A fernery is still a lovely and relevant layer of organic matter and, if drainage is account how much the ferns will grow out,
addition to a garden. It looks lush and green poor, some sharp sand or grit. Fern expert as well as up. Then simply tuck them into
from a distance, and architectural and tex- Judith I. Jones, owner of the soil, water thoroughly,
tural when you get up close. Ferneries don’t Fancy Fronds Nursery in and mulch. Ferns are social
even have to be entirely green, since some Gold Bar, Washington, says NURSERY creatures and look good
ferns have surprisingly colorful new fronds, that digging in a water- Fancy Fronds early spring bulbs and
For the gardener who loves to have one of absorbing hydrophilic gel p.o. Box 1090 Gold Bar WA shade-tolerant perennials
everything, or who enjoys tracking down polymer will help young 98251; www.fancyfronds.com such as hellebores, tiarellas,
treasures when passing unfamiliar garden ferns get established dur- FERN SHORT LIST andhostas. Of course, once
centers, or who, Like the Victorians, enjoys ing their first two years, Dryopteris filix-mas ‘Linearis ^ fernery, you’ll
having a couple of plants so rare that no one although it isn't essential. polydactyla’ always be on the lookout
else has them, a fernery is just the thing. Select your ferns from Dryopteris nUx-mas ‘Cristata’ specimens to add

One of the beauties of a fernery is that it a garden center or, for Dryopteris erythrosora to your collection,
will succeed in places where many other jazzier varieties, from a Polystichum pofyblepharum Fernery care is confined
kinds of plants fail; next to the foundation specialty catalog, Jones Athyrium fiUx-femina keeping the soil moist
on the north side of a house, for instance, or recommends choosing a ‘Vernoniae cristatum’ during the growing season,
in front of a group of rhododendrons that variety of frond shapes, BOOK removing tatty fronds just
need facing down with something frilly sizes, and colors. Bold, ver- Ferns ^r American Gardens before the new fiddle-
Anyplace, in fact, where there isn’t much deal plants such as the log by John Mickel (Macmillan) heads emerge in spring,
sun and where there is, or where you can fern will contrast nicely and adding a spring and
supply, sufficient moisture. with a selection of lower-growing ferns fall mulch of compost. Then take your

Afemery can become a one-day, instant- with matte, shiny, or feathery fronds. cue from the Victorians, and on summer
gratification project. Select a shady spot Arrange the potted ferns about four feet evenings, invite guests to stroll outside and
and prepare the soil by digging down at least apart on the prepared ground until you are view your fernery.

RESOURCES

fernery tips A few simple steps to keep your plants—andfriends—happy — STEPHEN ORR

♦
r

Use a large stone 

or an old log to anchor 

your fernery visually.

Avoid fertilizing ferns, 

since artificial nutrients 

cause weak growth.

Many ferns do well 

in pots, so city dwellers 

needn’t feel left out.

Plant moisture-loving 

ferns lower, and 

drier types higher.

Easily divided ferns | 

are perfect gifts for 

gardening friends. a
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AT FIRST
YOU'LL WONDER HOW YOU LIVED THROUGH IT.

Then you'll wonder how you ever lived without it.



As I See It, *37 in a series 
Doug Henry, Painter 
Charles Purvis, Photographer 
“A New Direction"

THE BOLD LOOK

OF KOHLER
The rebirth of the kitchen sink. Fanciful. Functional. Perfectly KOHLER. Artist Edition sinks. The look of 
fired-in mosaics with solid lasting workmanship and delightful detail. Redesign, redefine your kitchen. 
KOHLER points the way. Shown here, Life in the Countrysink with Antique'"" faucet. See the Yellow Pages 
for a KOHLER® Registered Showroom, or call 1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. MR2 to order product literature, 
or visit www.kohlerco.com/lifeinthecountry
©1997 by Kohler Co,



liquid measures

From left: Hakatie
pitcher, $83, by
Annaleena Hakatie;
Salad Sunrise oil-
and-vinegar cruet,
$58, by Arnout

E
Both at Moss, NYC.

kitchen caboodle
EVERYONE ALWAYS SEEMS TO CONGREGATE in the kitcheii. Is it any wondet that’s where out 

favorite designers have headed, too? Wliether you want your kitchen to he a fun and quirky place 

or a sleek laboratory for inventive cuisine, a master like Ettore Sottsass and a younger designer 

like Stefano Giovannoni will stir your heart as well as your pots with practical, affordable tools.

PRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD PHOTOGRAPHED BY DANA GALLAGHER

FOOD STYLING BY BRETT KURZWEIL
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PIONEERING force behind many a creative foray into the frying pan, if not the fire, is 
the great Italian manufacturer Alessi, which has long encouraged architects and designers to 
create household objects with originality and charm. It has paved the way for some of the 
latest designs in kitchen accessories, from such ingenious pieces as Arnout Visser’s Salad
INSIDE SCOOP Top shelf, from left: Salt boxes, $30, by Enzo 

Marl; Stefano Giovannoni’s Ship Shape butter dish, $30, 
both from Alessi USA; Pack A Snack containers, $1.24 each; 
and Rubbermaid Seal ’n Saver, $3.47, both from Target.
Middle, from left: Ron Arad’s Infinity wine rack, $50, for Kartell; 
stainless-steel milk and juice carton holders, $28 each, by

THE

Metrokare, available at Chiasso; Marta Sansoni’s Folpo 

mixer/measurer, $59; Giovannonr’s Cocodandy egg holder, 
$28; and Alibaba thermos, $83, all for Alessi USA. Bottom, 
from left; Butter dish, $65, by Ettore Sottsass; Treats biscuit 
box (without iid), $44, by Anna Gili; and salad bowl, $38, by 

Jasper Morrison, all for Alessi.
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Sunrise, in which oil and vinegar, divided only by chemistry, pour from separate spouts 
whimsical items like Viceversa’s Cactus salt and pepper shakers. Here these objects sit pretty 
in architect-designed kitchens at Poliform’s New York showroom. Even if you’re not ready 
for a new kitchen, you can still stock the shelves with good design.

Marc Newson bottle opener, $22, Alessi; canisters, $4.99 to $11.99, 
Target. Bottom shelf, from left: Cups and saucers, $42 a set, MoMA 

Design Store,* Love glasses, $18 for four, Chiasso. On counter, from 
left: Alessi’s Ovo cookie jar, $125, Chiasso; Michael Graves brush, 
$3.99, Target; Tykho rubber radio, $49.95, by Lexon, the Terence 
Conran Shop; Karim Rashid’s Sumo bowl, about $10, Umbra.

— SABINE ROTHMAN

SHELF UFE Top row, from left: Ross Lovegrove kettle for Hackman, 
$149; Moss butter dish, $65; Abdi Abdelkader’s couscoussiere, $39; 
Philippe Starck cheese grater, $60; Mr. Meumeu grater/server, $59; 
Magic Bunny toothpick holder, $30, and cutlery drainer, $34, Alessi. 
Middle shelf, from left: Alessi’s salt and sugar castors, $36 to $40, 
and biscuit box, $44; Cactus salt and pepper shakers, $15, Chiasso;
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Va CmBAN<0 The only true boundaries in life are the ones you create. That's why you'll appreciate 

having the Citibank A^Advantage card. You'll earn one AAdvancage mile for every dollar 

you spend.* And you can redeem your miles with over 25 of the world's top airlines, every 

major car rental company, and the largest selection of luxurious hotels worldwide. Now that 

AAdvantage miles may never expire;

A'^Advantage

CmBAN<€>
A'iMvantage f

VISA
i8Qi a3tSVJiSWM

02/99 01/31/02X
L VitlKER there are almost no limits to what you could do. 

Or where you could go. To apply, and earn 3,000 bonus miles,^ call l-800'FLY-4444.

9<

Mites that take you further'

' Miles are earned on purchases only.The maxttnurn number of AAdvantage miles irou can earn with the Citibank A/^ancage card Is 6 
billing statements). American Airlines , A*Advantage Executive Platinum', A*Advancage Platinum' and A'Advantage Gold member 
three years you (I) fly American Airlines. American Eagle or a partner airline or (II) have qualifying AAdvancgge participant i 
www.aa.com. t Bonus mileage can be earned only by new Citibank AAdvantage cardmembers approved through this offer, which 
after you have made your first card purchase. AAdvantage. AAdvancage Executive Platinum. AAdvancage Placmum^and AAdvamag4 t 
reserves the right to change the AAdvancage program at any time without notice. American Airlines is not re^onslble for pro^ 
Citibank AAdvantage card Is issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.This offer Is not available In Puerto Rico and the U.S.Virgin Islae 
© 1999 Citibank (South Dakota), N. A. __ 1
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I lesson a good pot is a cook’s best friend material copper to stainless 
shopping tip don’t stick to one line design stylish enough to serve in 
budget $12 and (way) up ne>vs improved metal alloys and nonstick pans

cooking demonstration some years ago, James Beard, the 

late, great dean of American cooking, turned on the stovetop and discovered that the 

burners weren’t working. His partner at the demonstration, food historian Burt Wolf, remembers 

Beard's graceful solution. Quickly improvising. Beard requested that ten clothing irons be

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICHELE GASTL
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fetched from Household Appliances.
“Suddenly we had saute pans and 

grills,” Wolf says. Bystanders were 
treated to an entire meal cooked with 
steam-iron heat: silver-doUar pancakes 
with caviar, grilled chicken medallions, 
and steamed broccoli.

CAST IRON is one of the oldest types of cookware, and is still the best at handling high 
temperatures for purposes such as frying or cooking in a wood-burning oven. Untreated 

cast iron needs to be seasoned, and should be rinsed with water but not soap. 1. This 

versatile 12-inch skillet, $16.50, by Lodge, comes in many sizes. Available at Broadway 
Panhandler, NYC. 212-966-3434. 2. Perfect for stews, the Hackman cast-iron pot is 
$105, from the Museum of Modern Art Design Store and catalog. 800-447-6662. 3. The 

Lodge crepe pan, $16.50, has rounded edges. Dean & Deluca, NYC. 212-226-6800.
4. loVz-inch grill pan, $105, by Hackman, MoMA Design Store. 5. This Japanese Iwachu 

Yanaganabe soup pot with wooden lid, $50, can go straight to the table. Dean & Deluca.

a
s BEARD PROVED manytimcs, 
you don’t need a copper sauteiise 
or a state-of-the-art pan de

veloped with French aerospace tech
nology to prepare a meal. Still, it can’t 
hurt. And for the majority of us 
culinary mortals, having the best pots

and pans for the task at hand truly can 
affect the success of a dish.

Because different materials conduct 
heat differently — the stainless-steel pan 
that's perfect for braising may make

that omelette stick—the makeup of the 
pot you choose is important, and there 
are now many choices beyond the 
classics in copper and cast iron. New 
metal alloys such as stainless-steel-
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The Kitchen Of Your Dreams Will Have Everything. Except Gas. 
Introducing The Monogram Digital Cooktop.

The First Electric Cooktop That Outperforms Gas.
Accuracy, flexibility, cleanability. That's precisely how the new 

Monogram surpasses yesterday’s standard, ^hich means it’s time 
to reno\'ate your attitude toward tlie electric cooktop.

Monogi'am offers a variety of burners vdth precise, consistent 
temperatures. There’s a dual 6- and 9-inch burner, warming burner 
and a bridge burner for large dishes.

Each burner delivers true, even heat over its entire surface and 
each has tlie lowest simmer capability anywhere, gas or electiic. 
And becaiLse the sleek ceramic surface has no knobs or moving 
parts, it cleans up easily.

And every appliance in die Monogi'am Collectiori“ has a feature 
no one else can offer. GE’s reputation for quality sendee and a 
unique program of customized sendees. Visit us at w'ww.ge.com or 
call 800.626.2000 for our brochure and the dealer nearest you.
And put gas on the back burner.

Monogram:
We bring good things to life.
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To connect to the showroom near you call 1-877-VARENNA



From the Poliform dictionary of home design
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and-aluminum hybrids—many devel
oped in the past 20 years —are light 
and surprisingly effective in their 
handling of heat. On the other hand, 
some older pots, like recipes, can hold 
memories, not to mention be powerful 
tools. Food writer Betty Fussell, whose 
latest book, My Kitchen Wars, is a 
memoir, says one of her favorite pans 
is her grandmother’s cast-iron skillet. 
Besides reminding her of her grand
mother’s cooking, “it’s been seasoned 
for a hundred years,” she says.

Shape is another consideration: 
small design touches such as rounded

COPPER spreads heat evenly throughout 
the pan, and heats and cools quickly, 
making it ideal for caramel sauces.
It also looks beautiful, provided it is 

poiished regulariy. Be aware that unlined 

copper can react with acidic foods 
such as tomatoes; make sure the copper 

pan is lined with tin or stainiess steel. 
(Unlined copper is safe for sugar 

sauces.) 1. If you have a weakness for 

the classic French side dish of layered 

potato slices and butter, this Pommes 
Anna pan, $188, is for you. It makes 

quite an impression when the dish is 

flipped and served in the pan’s top

(which doubles as an au gratin). Bridge 

Kitchenware, NYC. 212-688-4220; 800- 
274-3435. 2. The stay-cool handle on 

this copper sugar pan, about $125, helps 

avoid burns. World Cuisine. 877-778- 
2711. 3. Oval frying pan with brass 
helper handle, $124, Bridge Kitchenware. 
4. Alessi designer Richard Sapper 

consulted with French chefs Pierre and 

Michel Troisgros on the design of this 
saucepan, $145. Their suggestion: 
add a spout. At Moss, NYC. 5. Another 
Sapper design, this low casserole with 

lid for Alessi, $318, is copper lined 

with stainless steel. Available at Moss.
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object STAINLESS STEEL is easy to
clean but on its own is not a
good conductor of heat, so it is
usually layered over aluminum,
which does conduct heat well.
or given a copper or aluminum
bottom. 1. The Alessi pasta set
has a built-in colander. $329,
Moss. 2. Cook pancakes on this
stovetop griddle, $143, Williams-
Sonoma. 800-541-2233. 3. This
All-Clad saucier has rounded
sides that are ideal for reducing
liquids or making risotto. $130,
Williams-Sonoma. 4. Round

pasta cookers let you cook two
pastas at once; 1- and 2-quart
sizes, $54 and $80, World
Cuisine. The cookers hook onto
most any stockpot, including
5. 10-quart pot, $112, World
Cuisine. 6. This Bain-Marie dou
ble boiler has a hollow core:
pour water into the outer layer
through the handle. $136, World
Cuisine. 7. Stackable steamer
set, $225, Bridge Kitchenware.

edges or a spout make pouring easier. enough to go directly from the stove
If there is a specific dish you love, to the table.
it is always gratifying to have a pot These days, your stockpot can be
designed for that purpose, whether coordinated with a matching paella
it’s a pasta cooker with a built-in colan pan, butter warmer, or gratin—which
der, or a long, oval fish pan that lets you might find appealing if your
you sear evenly from head to tail. 
A two-tiered couscoussiere lets you 
steam couscous North African style: 
you place the semolina grains in a 
perforated strainer that fits over a 
deeper pot, which holds the stew, 
so that the couscous absorbs the aroma

collection is on display. In practice, 
however, most people who do a lot of 
cooking prefer to .select equipment 
in varying materials, choosing the right 
tool for the job.

Madhur Jaffrey, an award-winning 
cookbook author and actress, is de-

and chickpeas, and stainless-steel pots 
for sauces and stews. For the latter, 
including such recipes as Anatolian red 
lentil stew with wheat berries and chick
peas, she splurges on the heavier, semi- 
professional pots by companies like 
Paderno of Italy. “You pay more for 
those to begin with,” she says, “but you 
end up with a wonderful pan.”

In cookware, the top of the line has 
always been copper, which spreads 
heat evenly and gently, making it ideal 
for dishes with fragile chemistry, such 
as sauces. Equally important is copper’s

finitely of the mixed-media school of 
cookware. In preparing the recipes for 
her new book, Madhur Jaffrey’s World 
Vegetarian, she stocked her kitchen 
with nonstick pans for making pan
cakes such as Indian rice-flour dosa

rising from below.
Some pots are simply beautiful in 

themselves. A copper Pommes Anna 
pan, which is used to make that classic 
French dish of layered, thinly sliced 
potatoes and butter, and architect 
Aldo Rossi’s square, nonstick aluminum 
cooking box, La Cubica, are striking

and chickpea-flour poora. a stainless- 
steel pressure cooker for cooking beans
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fNONSTICK Unless you want food to
stick (if you're making a reduction,
say, and need those pan scrapings).
nonstick pans are remarkably versatile
for cooking almost everything, from
omelettes to sauteed beef dishes. The
technology has come a long way since
those early versions, which tended to
flake and peel. 1. Professional roasting pan
(18 X 14 X 6), $140, Williams-Sonoma.
2. Le Creuset’s 11-inch nonstick saute
pan, $150, in coated cast iron. 877-creuset;

www.iecreuset.com. 3. The newest
nonstick material on the market is
Cybernox, an alloy developed for the
French aerospace industry. The 10-inch
skillet, $99.95, will sear and brown
meat, and you can use it with metal
utensils and put it in the dishwasher.
From Sitram. 800-515-8585. 4. Norman
Kornbleuth of Broadway Panhandler

Aalways steers customers to the rela
tively inexpensive, nonstick aluminum
CeramiGuard pan, $31.95, by Lincoln

1Wear-Ever (800-374-3004.) Available at
Broadway Panhandler. 5. Nonstick
egg-poaching set, $39, Williams-Sonoma.

conductors, but I haven’t acid testfound any cookware on the
market in those materials. Whenever a customer enters New York’s

While not quite as pricey Bridge Kitchenware looking for a
as gold, copper doesn’t come pot, Caroline Bridge asks if it will be 

used to cook tomatoes, lemon, wine, 
or vinegar. If the answer is yes, she 
suggests cookware made of stainless 
steel, copper lined with tin or stainless

cheaply. Apart from the cost
it has two other catches.
One is that classic copper
pots are lined with tin, which
wears out; and, says Caroline steel, or enameled cast iron. Other 

materials will interact with these acidicBridge of Bridge Kitchen-
in New York, if the pot ingredients, darkening them andware

is not relined, the copper changing their taste. “I wouldn’t
can be toxic. Fortunately many recommend using plain aluminum or 

cast iron with reactive foods,” Bridgecopper pots are now lined
with stainless steel, which says. "You’ll end up with a metallic
lasts for years flavor and take the seasoning out

There is no getting around
ability to cool quickly once it has the second issue, which is that 
been removed from the heat source. “It’s 
the most responsive thing you 
buy” says Norman Kornbleuth, owner 
of Broadway Panhandler, a kitchen 
supply store in New York. “Of course.

of those pans.” If unlined, copper 
interacts with salted foods and cancopper

oxidizes and needs constant care. You 
can let your copper tarnish, but if 
you want it to shine, you must polish 
it every week. Pastry chef Francois 
Payard, author of Simply Sensational 

gold, silver, and platinum are better Desserts and owner of the New York

be toxic. (If the pot is lined with tin over 
copper, and copper peeks through, 
it's time to have it retinned.) But 
sometimes metal interaction is a 
good thing; cooking in a cast-iron pot 
imparts essential dietary iron to food.

can
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perfect for 
roast chicken

cafe/restaurant Payard Patisserie and 
Bistro, cleans the copper pot collection 
he inherited from his grandfather by 
using an old French recipe. He rubs the 
pots with a paste made of vinegar, 
coarse salt, and flour. He admits, 
though, that the copper pots are on 
display in his restaurant mainly for their 
looks. For everyday use, he finds Ali
dad stainless-steel and aluminum-lined 
pots more practical,

Not all good cookware has to be 
expensive. Mark Bittman, author of 
How to Cook Everything and a food 
columnist for The New York Times, uses 
inexpensive ($20 to $40) cast-aluminum 
nonstick skillets almost exclusively in his 
recipe testing. These pans have come a 
long way since the first Teflon versions, 
which used to peel off, he says. “Non
stick is the answer to a lot of people’s 
prayers,” Bittman offers. Also a bargain 
are cast-iron pans, which cost as little as 
$12 and are considered among the best 
for heat retention. They’re a staple for 
foodies who grew up in the American

If you like your roast chicken moist, 
one of the best pans for the task 
is a pottery baking dish, which is also 
among the most ancient forms of cookware.
Earthenware pans are well suited to roasting because they give a uniform heat, 
compensating for any hot spots in the oven. The Bridge Kitchenware oval 
earthenware baking dish, $35, shown above, is glazed on the inside and outside 
to seal the surface of the clay, while the bottom is unglazed for better 
heat absorption. Place the chicken on a rack to allow heat to circulate.

South, says Jim Garland, a Texas-born 
gourmet who now lives in Salem, New 
‘Vdrk. He uses his collection of ten cast- 
iron pans in varying sizes far more often 
than his pricier copper pots. “I take 
advantage of their depth and really 
use them as pots, for sauces or for 
making chili,” he says.

Burt Wolf, who is working on the 
25th-anniversary edition of The Cooks’ 
Catalog (to be published in September 
2000), which he co-edited with James 
Beard and Milton Glaser in 1975, says

that a basic set of pots should include 
a frying pan, covered saute pan, braiser, 
stockpot, and casserole, He uses every
thing from Calphalon to sheet-steel 
omelette pans from Spain. His favorite, 
however, is a huge French hammered- 
copper saute pan with a tin lining, 
which he pulls out when his three 
grown sons come home for dinner. “I 
use it to cook the comfort food of 
their childhood,” Wolf says. When 
does he find time to polish the pan? 
“Right before they come.
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light was, where could we come up with 
something helpful?” Rockwell says.

With a design team from his firm, 
Rockwell Group, Rockwell and Wine 
spent part of last year working on a device 
they have dubbed “thekitchensink,” 
inspired by their conviction that there 
is much wasted effort in taking out cut
ting boards, working on counters, and 
cleaning up the resultant mess. Wouldn’t 
it be easier, they thought, if everything 
was always done over a sink, on surfaces 
slightly lower than the sink’s edge, so that 
the mess could simply be washed down at 
the end, or even covered up?

The way they see it, everything for 
preparing a meal should be close at hand, 
so that it isn’t necessary to go to one part 
of the room to roll out dougli for pizza, 
and then to another to chop up the garlic, 
onions, and peppers for the topping. With 
their sink, the cook could simply pull a 
marble board out from its storage spot 
under the sink, put it on top of the sink, 
roll out the dough, then transfer it to a 
baking sheet or pizza stone. The marble 
could then be cleaned with a spray of 
water. Nothing would dribble onto the 
floor or onto a counter, because the marble 
would be sitting below the edge of the sink.

Next, the cook could pull out a 
cutting board from a second slot and 
put it in another section of the sink, for 
chopping this time, taking vegetables 
from a strainer in yet a third sink 
compartment. After the chopping, the 
cutting board would go back into its 
storage place, leaving the sinks free 
for dirty pots and pans, After cooking, 
the sink could be covered up and the 
faucet pushed down, leaving a smooth 
counter. Although the sink is space
saving, Rockwell says, “it’s not about 
space; it’s about efficiency, It’s about 
making a lobster quesadilla dinner in a 
hundred steps, rather than four hundred.”

reinventing the sink
A top architect and a star chef get 
together to cook, and a product is born

d its basic design has changed surprisingly 
little. K-itchens have gro-wn and become 
more elaborate, but that hasn’t neces
sarily made them more efficient. In 
fact, larger kitchens can consume more 
time, because there are more steps to 
take, more gadgets to clean, 
islands to navigate.

AVID

has designed many 
prominent hotels and 
restaurants, but only 
a few years ago did 

he really start cooking. At his weekend 
home in New Paltz, about 8o miles north 
of New York City, he would follow a long 
hike in the region’s seductive hills with 
a marathon cooking session, sometimes 
working with his neighbor and friend 
Barry Wine, a chef, whose Quilted Giraffe 
restaurant was considered one of the 
best in the country during the 1980s.

While they experimented in the 
kitchen, the two men inevitably started 
talking about the space. Although many 
time-saving devices have been invented 
for the kitchen over the past 50 years.

ROCKWELL

more

Suddenly it hit them: if the mess could 
just be sprayed away, cleanup would be easy

As Rockwell and Wine cooked, they And it’s meant to respond to today’s 
decided that it would be fun to come up open kitchen, where the dinner guests 
with something fundamentally new that gather around the island after the meal, 
would deal with the only real downside “I’m not bringing them in to help wash 
of cooking: the cleanup. “Our guiding the dishes,” says Wine, who closed his
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rockwell/wine 
kitchen island
The sink has three sections that can be used for straining, 
chopping and cleaning Cutting boards are stored below, 
along with other necessities like a trash can, paper 
towels, a small dishwasher, a knife drawer, andpull-out 
shelves. A top coverpulls up from the sides so that the 
island can be used as a counter for serving or eating.
O VEGETABLE STRAINER 

O SPRAY/FAUCET 

O STRAINER 

O CUTTING BOARDS 

0 TOP COVER
O THREE-COMPARTMENT SINK 
O PAPER TOWELS 
O SHELF
O ALUMINUM FOIL 

PLASTIC WRAP 
Q TRASH 
® RECYCLING

GLASS WASHER 
0 VERTICAL KNIFE DRAWER 

0 CUTTING-BOARD STORAGE 

0 SHELF

sizes, will be available to the public, without its becoming a chore. And it’s 
Regardless of the outcome, it’s hard not to be curious where Rockwell 

hard not to admire them for think- and Wine will go next. They admit to 
four-star restaurant in 1992. “I’m having ing about something that has bedeviled just one thing: they’re thinking about
them whip the cream.” And you don’t people for so long: making a meal the refrigerator,
want to do that if the counter is cluttered.

Sometimes when Wine and Rockwell 
talk about their sink, and everything 
it would store—aluminum foil here, 
garbage bins there, and knives right 
here—it seems so fanciful, so Rube 
Goldberg-like, as to be absurd. Would 
it really make a difference to work over 
a sink and to have so many utensils 
close by? It’s hard to say, because 
thekitchensink is not yet in a store, 
ready for testing. But by late spring, the 
two expect that their new sink, in three

eiSSSArmron StsHerdJrE.

HjjjjgHC FREE. Call 1-800-524-9797 ext 577 to receive your very own copy of “The Collection,’ 

American Standard’s new 112-page book of amazing products and ideas. Or simply send this 
coupon to American Standard, P.O. Box 90318, Richmond, VA 23230-9031. AM^COi^SiortiHiMd

PHONEAME

ADDRESS

MULTIFUNCTIONAL A Sketch of the 

new sink shows three work areas, 

pullout shelves, and storage below.

city STATE ZIP EMAIL ADDRESS

within 3 months within 6 months after 6 monthsWhen are you planning to start your project?

. ameticanstandantl-
WWW US. com
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layers of crumpled, shredded, and balled- 
up newspapers was a delicate clay pot 
shaped like a squashed sphere with a han
dle. A round lid covered a narrow opening 
at the top. Inside there was a folded sheet 
printed in stark black letters in old- 
fashioned type, in English, Spanish, 
French, German, and other languages I 
didn’t understand. I learned that we were 
the owners of a Thomas Potato Roaster.

The pot’s elegant lines and light weight 
made it beautiful enough to display, I 
thought, but too fragile for use. For the 
first few weeks of our marriage, it sat on 
a shelf, graceful and mysterious, gather
ing compliments from anyone who saw 
it. Me, it resented. Every time I reached 
around it for my favorite bowl, the po
tato roaster seemed to call out, “Use me!”

The multilingual instructions advised 
that I wash and dry the potatoes, place 
(don’t drop) them inside the pot, cover, 
set the pot directly on a burner at low heat, 
and cook for about an hour. They warned 
me not to season the taw potatoes in any 
way, not to put water inside the pot, not 
to wash the pot after use, not to place the 
hot pot on a cold surface. It seemed like 
too much trouble for a potato.

But after we ate our first buttery, 
smoky, crisp-skinned potatoes cooked in 
the pot, the clay potato roaster rose to a 
status not accorded any other item in my 
kitchen. It was not just a lovely object 
whose function more than matched its 
beauty. It was a gift from a creative, lov
ing, generous friend who later informed 
us that she had carried it on her lap all 
the way from Germany, so that she could 
present it to us upon our marriage.

The voy^e across an ocean echoed my 
own trip from Puerto Rico to the United 
States, and the mental journey Frank had to 
take to get to the point where, as he puts 
it, “a Jewish boy from West Hartford,

slow^roasted love
Place potatoes in delicate ceramic pot, 
then season with conjugal salt

'm not a religious person, 
but Tm superstitious enough 
to endow objects with magical 
properties. Not everything I 
own has transcended its deco

rative or utilitarian design, however. It 
would defeat the purpose if all my 
belongings had spiritual or mythic prop
erties, since what gives them meaning is 
the fact that only a few can mirror and 
chart the course of my life. Most of these 
things have been gifts. The occasion for 
the present, the love and good will with 
which it is given, I believe resides in the 
object and serves to hold it there.

There is one object that has reached

such totemic proportions in my life that 
I’m about to retire it to a safe place where 
nothing can happen to it. It’s a wedding 
present Frank and I received 21 years ago.1 I felt that the tiny fissure was a marker of 
where our marriage stood

It came in a large box painted with Connecticut, could fall in love with a 
chalky tempera flowers and vines, the non-Jewish girl from rural Puerto Rico.” 
colors and design reminiscent of a kin
dergarten classroom. We smiled when we linguistic, economic, and cultural back- 
saw it, recognizing his friend Pat’s charm- grounds could meet, faU in love, and 
ing, unpretentious style. Inside several marry was a miracle. And it was in the

That two people from such different
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simple tpiings

clay potato roaster that I placed every 
hope that our union would last in spite of 
the many challenges I knew were ahead,

A year after the wedding, we bought 
a house, and when I unpacked, I no
ticed a hairline crack along the bottom 
of the potato roaster. I couldn’t help 
feeling that the tiny fissure created by 
the most stressful thing we’d done as a 
couple was a marker of where our mar
riage stood. We had argued over the 
mortgage commitment, over the house 
we chose, over the renovations it would 
demand, over what it meant that we no 
longer lived in a fashionable part of the 
city but had moved to a suburb.

The pot would crack, I remembered 
reading in the now lost instructions for 
use, but I was not to try gluing it together. 
The cracks would not affect its function. 
When I next cooked potatoes, they 
tasted just as good as they had before the 
move, and our marriage was still strong, 
in spite of all the pressures.

AlHSMaW
.^mdega Conservatories, hand made in England 

1874 from the finest timber and glass.since

-\mdega and Machin design office.s throughout the US.\ and 
Canada. Fot your copy of out btochuTe please call 
1-800-449-7348 or visit our website www,amdega.com ESTABLISH Kl) IH74

E STRUGGLED with 
Other challenges; the 
small business we ran, 

the birth of one child, the death ofloved 
ones, the birth of another child, eco
nomic woes due to our both being, 
essentially, self-employed. Once a week 
I pulled the clay pot from its shelf and 
carefully placed potatoes on the bottom, 
noticing how the first liny crack grew 
and spread up one side, then another. 
But the potatoes and the Puerto Rican 
batatas that I prepared for our family 
tasted better each time, as if the cracks 
and fissures added to the flavor.

It has become a ritual, the roasting of 
the weekly potatoes, the wonder at how 
well the clay roaster holds up, even with 
cracks on every side. Its warm natural 
color has acquired a gray patina. It has 
survived numerous moves, each time 
emerging from its box looking slightly 
more stressed, but still strong. It reflects 
a marriage that has endured 2i years of 
ups and downs and sometimes sideways. 
But we're still cooking.

w

ESMERALDA SANTIAGO, the author of 
Almost a W^man ajid When I Was Puerto 
Rican (Vintage), is based inNew York.
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mcin-made congo
The environment created for the Bronx 
Zoo’s new Gorilla Forest uses plants and 
techniques indigenous to this biosphere

1 IKE MANY midwesterners, two family groups. The extendedm
my father was an uncompli- gorilla family shares the space with 75
cated man who made few species of animals, including such rare 

primates as the elusive mandrill, exotic 
birds like the gray-cheeked hornbill, 
scary reptiles like the ornate Nile mon
itor, and various other denizens of the 
central African rain forest, whose habi
tats are threatened.

demands of life. He was also 
a patient man, a characteris

tic he shared with Samson, a resident 
gorilla at the Milwaukee Zoo during 
the early 1960s. Every visit to my grand
mother meant a stop at the zoo to say 
hello to Samson. He and my dad were 
great pals. They’d gaze at each other 
wistfully through the bars, my dad 
ruminating over his popcorn, Samson 
delicately nibbling a chunk of banana, 
as though each was pondering where 
life had taken them.

1 remembered Samson the other day 
as I marveled at the Bronx Zoo’s newest 
display, the Congo Gorilla Forest. On 
6.5 acres in the heart of one of the 
world’s greatest cities, a slice of the cen
tral African rain forest has been repli
cated to the blissful satisfaction of its 
inhabitants—22 lowland gorillas living

ILLUSIONS The exhibit joins organic and 

man'Oiade materials. The ferns in the 

canyon, top ieft, are surrounded by vines 

made of steel cables and painted 

urethane. Naturai barriers, like the fallen 

branch, top, separate visitors from 

inhabitants iike the lowland gorilla, above.The need to establish a new exhibit, 
one that would fully represent the 
efforts of the Wildlife Conservation 
Society (formerly the New York Zoo
logical Society) to save the world’s en
dangered species and the biodiversity 
upon which this planet depends, 
brought together John Gwynne, head of 
the WCS Exhibition and Graphic Arts 
Department, and Rob Halpern, curator 
of horticulture at WCS. Standing at the 
entrance to the “Congo,” both men 
seemed stunned by what had been 
achieved, like magicians surprised that 
a trick has worked. “The one thing we

don’t want to hear is, ‘Haven’t they done 
a lovely job planting this exhibit,’” 
Halpern declares. “It’s not supposed to 
look planted.”

Believe me, it doesn’t, even though 
the artifice begins the moment you 
cross the threshold. Beyond the wooden 
palisade entrance, the walkways are 
framed by mud walls, which are actually 
voluminous containers made of cement 
and fitted with drip irrigation systems, 
and speakers issuing bird calls and frog 
croaks, for that special jungle aural
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WINNER 1999

Form Follows Life

Idea 2000 by Pininfarina

KTCHENS + DESGN

For a location nearest you call toil free:
1-877-SNAIDERO or visit our web site
at www.snatderousa.com

SNAIDERO LOCATIONS; Scottsdale AZ 480.473.2949 / Los Angeles CA 310.657.5497
San Diego CA 619.4^.0050! San Francisco CA 416.351.1100
San Rafael CA 415.258.8222 Greenwich CT 203.869.7448 / Washington DC 202.484.8066
Miami FL 954.923.9860 / Naples a 941.514.1774 / Sarasota FL 941.33Q.9300
Tampa FL 813.241.6700 / Atlanta GA 770.451.7677 ! Honolulu HI 808.599.4379
Maul HI S08.572.1S52 I Chic^o IL 312.644,6662 / Boston MA 617.267.8250
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Cleveland OH 216,464,7300 ! Philadelphia PA 215,977.8899 San Juan PR 787.721.5555
Salt Uke City UT 801.474.1920 / Seattle WA 206.622,9426 '
INTERNATIONAL: Calgaiy Alberta 403.229.1900 / Edmontojt Alberta 780.433.7801 
Vancouver BC 604.669.4565 / Dominican Republic 809.590.5663 Mexico 525,202.9813 

Veneniela 582.265,0920

Order the Snaidero Design Encyclopedia
Please send your full-color Design Encyclopedia illustrating Snaidero's unique kitchen design 
collection. My check for $25 US dollars is enclosed.

Name

Address_________________________

State zie.City__________________________________________

Telephone

SNAIDERO USA 201 W, 132nd St., Los Angeles, CA 90061 Dept, HG/1



Jump into the Extraordinary

Ceramics by Imported exclusively by:

Aquaware America Inc.
Tel (800) 527-4498 Fax (800) 294-5910
visit our website at: www.aqiiawareamcrica.com



COSTIKYAN 
CARPETS

The Master’s Touch
QEriERATlOnS OF FIME CARPET M A R 1 M Q

CosTiKYAM Carpets, imc. Has Beem SuppLYirio America's FinEST Homes With 
Extraordimary Floor CovERinos Sihce 1886. Available Through These Fihe Dealers:

California: San Francisco, California Carpet Sr Rugs (415) 487-5636 • Connecticut: Westport, Redi-Cut Carpets & Rugs (203) 256-0414 • Florida: Miami, Carpet Creations 
(305) 576-5900 Boca Raton. Asadorian Oriental Rug Interiors (561) 997-0030 • Illinois: Winnetka, Village Carpet (847) 446-3800 Chicago, Village Carpet (773) 935-8500 
Chicago Merchandise Mart. Carpets By Design (312) 321-0090 • Maryland: Baltimore, Floors, Etc, (410) 484-4123 • Massachusetts: Salem. Landry fit Arcari Oriental Rugs fit 
Carpeting (800) 649-5909 • New Jeisey; Edlsort, Worldwide WhoJesa/e Floor Coverings (732) 906-1400 LawrencevilJe, Worldwide Wholesale Floor Coverings (609) 530-9600 

New York: Manhattan. Patterson, Flynn fit Martin (800) 833-0667 • Pennsylvania: Philadelphia, Marc Phillips Decorative Rugs (215) 557-7990 
Texas: Dallas, Emmet Perry fit Co. (214) 748-7550 Houston, Emmet Perry fit Co. (713) 961-4665 • Washington: Seattle, The Rug Source (206) 762-5610
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Could these be

A IVI ERICA'S next

homeless?

As human population and urban sprawl encroach on wild spaces in the United States, birds and other

wildlife are depending more and more on the 92 million acre National Wildlife Refuge System. Yet,

most wildlife refuges are unprepared to meet the challenge. Serious federal funding shortages
are

making it harder to protect our magnificent wildlife heritage. Join the National Audubon Society in its

effort to protect more than 500 refuges nationwide. To find out how you can help call 1-800-659-2622,

or visit the National Audubon web site at www.audubon.org/campaign/refuge, because we all need

somewhere to call home.

National’ ^Audubon Society
'V

We ’re right outside.
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selections from more than 20 of our collections. We in high-end Itali.in products for the bih, Aquawarc
make it easy to find what you want to realize tout occlusive imporrcn for Cessna Shower Doors
dreams. $5. Call 800-852-5552 or visit our Website ^nd Bath Screens, Cesame China Saniryware. Bertocci 
at www.ceniuryfomituTf.com. accessories, and our new and exciting Aquaware
27. Classic Sofa: Cla.ssic Sofe spec^izes in Collection. 800-527-4498 aquawarc^aiil.com 
custom handetafred lofris that fit your spe^catiuns. 4g, Canac KHchans: rerrific tips,..expen 
Providing the iaigest fabric selections availablt advice...and more! Gnac's fy color 'Kitchen 
combined witli over 20 elrant styles, A Qassic Sofa Planner' is die ultimate guide for creating the 
will offer lastingd^iice. Please call 212-620-0485 Idtelicn you;ve always wanted. Easy-to read and 
for more information. loaded with piaures, Canac's exciting new Kitchen
28. Drsxel Heritage Furnishings; The Planner covers it all. To or^. please send your
premier issue of “Image and Inspiratiom" offcK name and addressaiong with a$5 check (payable to 
aJimiless ideas for distitictiw home fiimishings from Canac Kitchens) to; Canac Kitchen Planner. 380
Drexei Fferitagc. S5.00 828-433-3200 to ortler, John Stre«. Thntnhill, ON Canada, L3T 3M9- Mendere.com: Fine diamonds, jewelry, and
29. Henretfon: Henredon fiimiwre is among the 49. Franke Consumer Products Inc./KSD; iuxur>' items from around the worid. Discoverie

Innovative inrernacional manufacturer ofKi^et you can’t find anywhere else. Visii svww.mondeia.com 
quality stainless steel, synihciic granite, titanium 
sink systems, laucets, custom acccgsorics, water 
filters, and dispensing units. Now Franke enters die 
hath maritet with an degam series of lavatory sinks.
. J perfea choices for the disceroing homeownet- 
Call 800-626-577! 01 visit www.franke.com/ksd/
SO. Jenn-Air: jenn-Air effi'ers a foil line of innova
tive kitchen appliances for the home gourmet, 'flic 
skx'k style ana superior performance enable cooks to 
showcase more than their culinary creations. Put 
information about any of the full line of Jenn-Air 
upscale appliance, call 1-800-JENN-AIR or visit 
our Web site atwww.jennaii.com.

as

65. Achford.com: Discover an irresistible 
Kieaion ofwaiche, pens, jewelry, leather goods, 
fo^rances, and other fine personal accessorie from 
orer 250 world-class branos. All just a dick away, 
www.ashfofd.com.

U. Lae Jofa: Christopher Moore imveb the 
wortd in an efibrt to unearth Toile de Jouy designs 
from historic erares, private collections, and antique 
immditioning efforts. Lee jofa is proud to be the 
odusivc distributor of these rare and decidedly 
original prints. Brochure, St.

66. Frontera.com: Fumimie and gifos for 
the home. Dnesf brands, wonderful service, and 
complcmnuary shipping. Frontcra.com a sujierior 
sliof^ing experience.

12. Citibank Aadvantsige: To apply for the 
Qtibank Aadvantage card and earn one nvile for 
every dollar call I-800-FLY-4444.
13. MsmterCerd": MasterCard' ’ Vacadons - 
offers great prices on superior vacation packages and 
cruises. Speak to an expert travel consultam today. 
Call 1-800-4584055.

finest made. From lovin^y detailed tradiittnul. to 
sleekly sophisticated ajniemporaiy, this is 
furniture for a lifetime. 68. Please send me all the free items in this category.

30. Orange: Fine French home furnishings for 
the bedroom, dining room, and living room with 
upholstery and occ.isional pieces sailed for today's 
style of living Tomorrow’s antiques- S10.
31. IbesK Gatehy's: Great Gaisby's ulfets year- 
round shopping plus 3 gala auctions annually. IW.OOO 
square fret showroom of luxuries for house and 
garden, wwvcgrea^obys.com or call 770-457-1903.
32. The Mitchell Geld Company; For a free 
brochure on great looking, incredibly comfortable, 
eatv-io-talre-af sofas, chairs, and more, call 
806-789-5401.

69. Target: Please call I-800-800-88DI) for store 
location ncartat you or visir www.targei.cam.

All

14. Plca.M; send me ^ the iia: items in dm category.

70. VIetrl: Bring an to the table with Vietri's 
Mian design, quality, and srele. Vietri leads trends 
and create classics with our Italian handcrafted gifrs, 
acossories, and dinnetware. IrresLstibly Italian! (a) 
Collector's Catalogue, 250+ color photos, $65; (b) 
Brochure, free. For a stoie near you, call 800-277- 
5933 or visit www,vietria:om.

15. De Beer*: “To view diamond solitaire designs 
and learn more about how to buy a diamond, visit 
www.adiamonduforever.com.

51. Kohler Bath & Kitchen Idea*: A
complete sret of frili-color product caralc® 
covering baths and wdiiripools, showeitiilavalories, 

country's oldest building devoted entirely to frunishings, ro'dets and bidets; kitchen and cmcrtaituneni sinks; 
chcN'YDC's 100 showrooms provide an inremational faucets and accessories. I-80fl-4*KOHLER Ext. 
venue for the finest furniture, fabrics, accessories,
•and related produas. Cali 212-679-9500, ^ ^

34. Poliform USA, IrK,: ItaJys leading cooking equipmcnl covwed by the world's most dis-
manufacturer of li^-end closet systems, wall-units, cemine cooks, (ratures exquisite ranps. hoods, rotis- 
bedrooro, and diningroom fiirnimresince 1942. series.hobs, and cooidinatingcustom cabinetry .is 
For the showroom nearyoucalJ 1-888-POUFORM well as accessories, Cali 800-892-4040 or visit us at 
or visit our Web sice at www.poliformiisa.com

16. Coatlkyan Carpets, Irm.; Imporicis; 
aiui makers of fine floor coverings since 1886. 
Broadloom, Tlbetaii, Needlepoint, and Tapestries.
17. Hokanson Incorporated: Designers and 
inaiiufacturers of custom-made rugs and carpets that 
can be made in almost any size, shape, color, or 
combinatioii of cobra. For more infomtadon, please 
call 800-243-7771 or visit our Web site at 
www.liokansoncatpet.com.

33. TTio New York Design Center: In the

71. Bang A Olufsen: The Bang & Oluffen 
history is a series of technological and design fines, 
innovative products which constantly chalfenge 
existing peicepdoRS.

MR2. Kohler Co. $8.00 www.kohlerco.com

72. Holland America: Imagine expbrii^ die 
world's most desirable islands, beaches, cities, and 
sights - and unpacking only once. For your 
brochure call 1-877-SAlLHALx 715.

18. Stark Carpet Corp; Caialc^conuinsmany 
of the irompany's desigiu and coforways and is avail
able to der^etx and anrhiccen, $10, .Also ai-ailable; 
An American Anproadi to Antique Carpets four vol- 

hardcoveroffiurk's extensive antique cot-

www.puccellmiirray.coin 
53. Neff Kitchens: Extraordinary kitchen 
environments that mcci rhe quality 61 design 
standards formerly only European manufacturers 
could olfef. Fxquisite styles, custom finishes, and 
unique accessoiies provide new dnign freedom 
at a value point that will appeal to the Nonh 
American marker. $103)0

36. floche-Bobois: The international collection 
of exdusivc, contemixiraty ftimiture is presented in 
z 100-pa^ full-color catalog. Exciting new 
cemcepR in leather and fabric srailng, wall 
systems, marble and curved glass rabies, bedroom 
and dining room fomiture. Catalog, SIO,

ume set m 
lection. Si 50. One volume. $50.



dlGlt DAY TRippiNG John Gwynne, far left, has 

given visitors the full jungle experience. 

Here they walk into a cave made from 

the simulated roots of a fallen Ceiba tree.

what that landscape represents emo
tionally and intellectually. After that, 
the rest is mostly mechanical: identify
ing the materials that will bring the 
scheme to life. At the Congo, the magic 
has shaped a natural-looking landscape 
that, Gwynne hopes, “is awe-inspiring 
enough to bring visitors closer to the 
animals and to the message of the 
Wildlife Conservation Society”

At the same time, the landscape has 
to provide a safe and stimulating envi
ronment for the animals. “Many zoos 
have gone the quasi-tropical-forest 
route—‘If it has big leaves, it must be 
good,’ ” Halpern says. “We wanted to go 
beyond that and establish living systems 
that are representative of the actual rain 
forest habitat.” Which meant they had 
to study the form and function of the 
rain forest and identify its component 
parts. Then the landscapers had to look 
for plants that would match the central

observe the animals through artfully
positioned tree branches and bamboo
glades. Fallen logs serve as fences out
lining the paths, which are textured and
often springy underfoot, as they would
be in the rain forest.

Studying the artifice of the man- 
effect. The mud walls bristle with tree made Congo, 1 start to think about how 
roots crafted from pipe cleaners and gardens—this Congo is a very large gar- 
carefiilly aligned with the trees they are 
meant to be supporting.

There are no bars or cages. Instead we particular illusion is a clear image of

den indeed—are designed as theaters of 
illusion. All that is needed to create a



will have been affected by what they fee will be spent by making a selection
from WCS projects. As I contemplated 
my vote, I thought again of Samson. He 
would have loved this rain forest gar
den. And I know how he would have 
voted. Don’t you?

African rain forest criteria, yet be 
suited to the demands of a site in east
ern North America—in other words, 
plants hardy enough to take the cli
mate, and tough enough to survive daily 
contact with the animals.

For example, ground orchids are 
found in the tropical rain forest; so, for 
the exhibit, the hardy perennial orchid 
Bletilla striata was used. “We planted a 
thousand day lilies for the gorillas to 
uproot and munch on, using the ‘Child 
Bride’ cuitivar, since it is deep-rooting 
and persistent,” Gwynne says. “It keeps 
them engaged with their surroundings.”

have experienced,” he says.
The last part of the exhibit is the 

Conservation Choices Pavilion, an inter
active voting booth where visitors can 
choose how their three-dollar entrance

PLAIVTING A RAIIV FOREST
PERENNIALS
Acanthus spinosissimus (spiny 
bear’s-breech)
Asarum speciosum (wild ginger) 
Hedychium flavescens (yellow ginger) 
Rheum palmatum var. tanguticum ‘Red 
Selection' (red rhubarb)

FERNS
Asplenium trichomanes 'Incisum’ 
(maidenhair spleenwort)
Cyrtomium fortunei (holly fern) 
Dryopteris pseudo-filix-mas (Mexican 
woodfern)
Polystichum neolobatum (long-eared 
holly fern)

NURSERIES 
Plant Delights Nursery 
9241 Sauls Road 
Raleigh, NC 27603

Heronswood Nursery 
7530 N.E. 288th Street 
Kingston, WA 98346

Here are a few of the plants that thrive in the 
Bronx, and will in your garden, too.

TREES
Albizia julibrissin 'Ernest Wilson' (hardy 
mimosa)
Chionanthus retusus (Chinese fringe tree) 
Paulownia tomentosa (Empress tree) 
Zelkova serrata 'Halka' (Japanese 
zelkova ‘Halka')

S GWYNNE points out, not 
many people are aware of the 
threatened ecology of the cen

tral African rain forest, because the pub
lic’s attention has been focused on the 
Amazon. “We hope that by presenting 
visitors with more than an entertaining 
experience, and by demonstrating to the 
best of our ability the interdependence 
of the forest’s Living systems, the Congo 
exhibit will create a new league of con
servationists whose hearts and minds

SHRUBS
Euonymus sieboldiana (Siebold's 
euonymus)
Campsis grandiflora ‘Morning calm' 
Hamamelis mollis ‘Brevipetala' (Chinese 
witch hazel)
lllicium anisatum (Japanese anise tree)

BAJVIBOO AND GRASSES
Carex muskingumensis (plume sedge) 
Miscanthus floridulus (giant silver grass) 
Phyllostachys aureosulcata (yellow- 
groove bamboo)
Trachycarpus fortunei (windmill palm)

door windows.
Introducing the all-new Mozdo MPV.

Or stuff it in the CD player which comes stondard. 

Or fold it up in the Tumble-Under’" 3rd-row 

bench seat thot hides awoy for more cargo 

space. Or split it down the middle of the Side by 

Slide’" 2nd-row bench seat that eosily slides aport to create 

captain’s choirs. Any way you look at it, the all-new Mozdo MPV 

is the only way to go in a minivan, fill of 

these innovotions stort at $22,880. To learn 

more obout the oil-new 2000 Mozdo MPV, visit 

www.mazdausfl.com or coll 1-800-639-1000.

Roll-Down Sliding 

Door Windows

mawa

Get in. Be moved.

®1999 Moido North American Operations. MSRP excludes tax, title, license ond 
emissions fee.



UtNCOrkod byjaymdnemey

happy endings is Moscato d’Asti, a very light, slightly 
fizzy expression of Muscat, Piedmont’s 
oldest varietal and one of the world’s 
most versatile dessert wine grapes. It 
may be necessary to block out your asso
ciations with brash Asti Spumante in 
order to appreciate the virtues of its 
near relative. If Asti is basically Jerry 
Springer, Moscato d’Asti is more like 
Dennis Miller. A good Moscato d’Asti is 
like a spritzy liquid sorbet. It has the 
added virtue of being very light in alco
hol—as low as 5 percent. (If this seems 
like a drawback, you can always have a 
second glass.) Richer, nonfizzy styles of 
Moscato are also made in the Piedmont, 
and some can be very serious, indeed. 
Exported in tiny quantities, the quality 
of these seems consistently higher than 
that of vin santo.

The most promising area fox white 
wine production, both sweet and dry,

Italy’s aromatic and flavorful dessert wines 
are the perfect finish to an evening meal

F ONE WERE to find fault 
with any aspect of Italian cui
sine-aside from the fact that 
the term itself is something of 
a convenient fiction, referring 

to dozens of diverse regional cuisines— 
it would be with the paucity of memo
rable desserts. Tiramisu, panna cotta, 
gelato: that’s about all that leaps to mind 
for me. Fortunately, this third-act weak
ness at the Italian table is more than 
compensated for by the abundance of 
delicious sweet wines, or vini dolci, 
which, to my mind, make a better and 
more stimulating conclusion to a meal 
than any of the above.

Probably the best-known Italian 
sweet wine is vin santo, a.k.a. “holy wine.” 
It hails from Tuscany and is traditionally 
made from Trebbiano and Malvasia 
grapes that have been dried on straw 
mats under the rafters of an attic, in a 
process that concentrates the grape sug
ars. In his book A Tuscan in the Kitchen, 
restaurateur Pino Luongo offers one 
explanation for the righteous name: 
“When I was a kid, my father told me 
about the monks who used to travel 
from door to door throughout Tuscany 
to bring charitable assistance to the 
sick and the elderly, always offering a 
little shot of this mysterious sweet wine.

Since it had the power to 
give a little relief to suffering

and loneliness, the wine became known 
among the peasants as vin santo.” An 
alternate explanation I heard in Chianti 
is that the wine is considered holy 
because a significant amount of the 
stuff is shared with the angels while it is 
aging and evaporating in small oak and 
chestnut wine casks.

Holy it may be, but the quality of vin 
santo varies wildly, some of it tasting 
every bit as bad as the altar wine I used 
to sample as an altar boy. The level 
of residual sugar and sweetness varies 
wildly as well. Some of the drier vin santo

1

If Asti is basically Jerry Springer, Moscato 
d’Asti is like Dennis Miller
tastes very much like dry sherry— not 
necessarily a compliment, in my book. 
Aging in heated attics often results 
in madeirization. The best vin santo can 
be fascinating. The worst can make you 
incredibly grateful for the biscotti with 
which the wines are inevitably served. 
(They are supposed to be dunked in 
the holy beverage.)

Italy’s other great red wine region, the 
Piedmont, also produces a number of 
delicious sweet whites. Like the food of 
this beautiful mountainous area, these 
tend to be underappreciated in our 
country. Perhaps the most refreshing

is the northeast—the back thigh of Italy, 
as it were—from Verona up to the 
Austrian border. Friuli, source of some 
of Italy’s best dry whites, also produces 
several interesting sweet wines, like 
picolit. Made from the grape of the 
same name, picolit was a favorite of 
some of the most epicurean European 
courts of the eighteenth century. Like 
many Italian dessert wines, this one 
is produced by the “raisining” method, 
in which the grape bunches are dried 
out on mats before pressing. Some 
estates harvest very late to maximize 
sweetness. Either way, producers get hefty 

prices for this delicate nectar, 
which is much prized by the 
Italians themselves,

Nearby, Soave, which produced 
so much of the insipid white 
liquid we sloshed down while 
listening to Cat Stevens and Dan 
Fogelberg, is enjoying a renais
sance. Among the makers of won
derful dessert-style Soaves are 

Anselmi, Sandro and Claudio
Gini, La Cappuccina, 

and Umberto Portinari.

Hou.secrGarden - February 2000



Introducing wine storage as
only Sub-Zero could make it. Four models

each with two distinct temperature zones, provide
the ultimate storage conditions for 46 to 147 bottles. Choose

stainless steel door styles or match your
cabinetry beautifully. For a free catalog:
I -800-444-7820 or www.subzero.com
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No Ordinary Sink

■ ■ ■ From the depths of our 

imagination, Prestige Pius.

Now very deep and with a 

patented ledge sculpted into the 

side to suspend a grid at best 

working height. For rinsing, 

draining ... or whatever.

What would I do without my 

Franke?

Sink, Prestige Plus™ PRX 660 with Trifiow* filtration faucet, TFC 300. Mermaid from o private collection,

Kitchen Sinks 
Faucets
Water Dispensing Systems 
Disposers
Custom Accessories

Franke, Inc.
Kitchen Systems Division 
3050 Campus Drive, Suite 500 
Hatfield, PA 19440 
800-626-5771
http://v/v/w.franke.com

Only through kitchen designers 
and specialists. Thirty-six page 
catalog ovailoble.

■ Quality ■ Design■ Technology



past _ .
peRfect by veronique vienne

august
1972

N 1972, WHEN House 
if Garden published this 
view of Julia Child’s 
kitchen in the South 
of France, words like 

roux, duxelles, and deglaze sent 
shivers of delight down the 
spines of American housewives.
This was the golden age of Amer
ican home cooking—before diet 
fads and the fury over pesti
cides, fat, and cholesterol cooled 
our gastronomic ardor. A com
pulsive gadget collector, Child 
stored what today would be 
considered a rather unassuming 
batterie de cuisine on a kitchen 
Peg-Board. Her husband, Paul, 
had drawn the outline of each 
instrument under its hook, to 
encourage the notoriously scatty 
gourmande to put her tools back 
in the right place,

For readers, many of them fans 
of Child’s beloved television 
show, this photograph was as 
much fun as a game of concentration. 
As aspiring foodies, they would have 
identified the tool on the table as a 
rolling pastry piercer, the two-handle 
contraption on the upper right as a 
croissant cutter, and the wooden fork 
above the mixer as a blending fork. The 
most observant could have made out 
Child’s transistor radio hanging between 
the saucepan and the strainer, and 
her wineglass sitting on the counter.

1

(Some TV viewers were shocked by 
Child’s on-air wine drinking.)

Known as the French Chef, Child, 
born in Pasadena in 1912, was neither 
French nor a chef. Except for a stint at 
a Nantucket restaurant in the late 
1970S, she never did actual “on-line” 
professional cooking. Rather, Child 
was —and still is—a passionate and 
tireless scholar/cook/teacher/tinkerer. 
Every winter in the late ’60s and the

’70s, she would escape to the little 
house above Grasse to work on recipes 
for her books. It was here that she tested 
the finer points of baguette making or 
pat^ en “rushing from stove to
typewriter like a mad hen,” she recalls. 
The many guests who came to visit, 
from M.F.K. Fisher to James Beard, 
would help in the cooking and the wash
ing up, enjoying what Child modestly 
called “the mechanics of food.'

I
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Precisely

Imprecise

Perfectly

Imperfect...

HothouM midmght

TUFENKIANYou can see these, and over 300
more Tufenkian Tibetan Carpets

TIBETANat the following dealers:
Washington, DC:

NAZARIAN BROTHERS INC. CARPETSWilmington, DE;
PRODUCTS OF CREAT IMPORT

Miami, FL:
CARPET CREATIONS

N. Palm Beach, FL:
CRYSTAL TREE CARPET 
& FLOORING

Naples, FL:
CARPET DESIGNS

Atlanta, CA:
HORIZON PACIFIC HOME INC

Indianapolis, IN:
lOSEPH'S ORIENTAL RUG IMPORTS

Woburn, MA:
WILLISTON WEAVES

E. Longmeadow, MA:
WHITE RUG CO.

Nashua, NH:
PERSIAN RUG GALLERIES

New York, NY:
BLOOMINCDALES

Syracuse, NY:
JACOBSEN ORIENTAL RUGS

Bedford Hills, NY:
CARAVAN CONNECTION

Syosset, NY:
COUNTRY CARPETS

New Rochelle, NY:
ATPROUDIAN

Rochester, NY:
THOMAS R. MDDOa ORIENTAL RUGS

Edison, N):
WORLDWIDE

Furlong, PA:
HENDRICKSON'S

Pittsburgh, PA:
WEISSHOUSE

Scranton, PA:
PENN FURNITURE

Providence, Rl:
FAIN'S CARPET & RUG CO.

Toronto, Canada:
ELTE CARPETS

by TUFENKIAN DESIGN
New York

iG«om«try comsilk LMOon nu«

BrlftAA eirruB

and therein lies

the charm.

s'Tufenkisn TibeUn Carpets protects all of teongioal
desi9rts wit)i US arid International copyrl9hts.

Hothouse midnight room designed by Odiie
Our NEW, exquisite 200 page Full Line 
Catalog (J20) itomerses you In 
Tufenkian’s creative artistry. Call (800) 
561-9266, Dept. 624, to order catalog, 
free brochures or for dealer information.

de Schietere, French Designer's ShoiMtouse.

Brisas citrus and Lagoon hue room shots—
lagoon goioenrod furniture by Grange Furniture, Inc.



first principle It’s an evolution that has slipped effortlessly into our
lives: the streamlining of the kitchen. The walls are down; the space is open 
to the formal dining room. There is lots of put-your- Stainless-steel appliances 
feet-up seating, and fewer overhead cabinets. The and counters, as well as nifty 
look is crisp and cool. But open any drawer and see shelves ideal for near-at-hand 
that the age-old dictum of a place for everything storage and great display, 
and everything in its place has really hit home, are new kitchen classics.
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A NEW, HIGH-TECH spiraling 

steel staircase, left, has sand

blasted glass treads lit with 

fiber optics. It links the kitchen 

and family room to the bed

rooms on the floor above, and 

acts as an anchor and contrast 

to die more formal stairs that 

offer access to the living room 

at the other end of the apart

ment. STOOLS BY HARRY 

BERTOIA for Knoll, opposite 

page, can be pulled up to a 

freestanding counter, whose 

base, like the Viking stove, is 

stainless steel. The Smaragd 

vinyl flooring is from Corporate 

Carpet Systems, NYC. The 

vase is from Aero, NYC.

all spoke the same language.
In the beginning, the 3,900- 

square-foot duplex was divided 
into two low-ceilinged hori
zontal spaces that were con
nected by a single staircase. But 
Mindel and Shelton soon saw 
the potential of capitalizing on 
what they called “a not fully 
realized view” of Central Park. 
“Our first reaction was to make 
the place breathe spatially, and 
have walls that sweep up to 
allow light to sweep down from 
above,” Shelton ejqilains. The 
architectural solution? First, 
remove part of the upper floor 
to make a rwo-story salon with 
two bay windows that allow for 
a direct park view. Then, create 
a two-story limestone box that 
encloses the stairs (one rebuilt, 
another added outside the 
box), all the mechanical sys
tems, and part of the kitchen. 

Both the sophisticated light
ing system and the intricate detailing of 
the woodwork contribute to the vital
ity of rooms that are all open to one 
another, and in which the sunlight cre
ates especially dramatic patterns on the 
walls as the day unfolds.

“One game is played by going inside 
and outside of the box,” says Mindel, 
emphasizing the new vertical aspect of 
the space. “The other is about express
ing the prewar shell of the building with

N SPEAK their own 
ng their sentences 
phrases as “poten- 
“connection to the 
^he mechanicals,” 

and “planes that bring light down.” 
At least that’s the way Lee Mindel 
and Peter Shelton, partners in the New 
York firm Shelton, Mindel & Associ
ates, describe the glorious renovation 
of an Upper East Side Manhattan

apartment that they recently completed.
Their clients, Diana and Errol Rud- 

man, put it a bit differently “We were 
very interested in having a place that 
was fresh and airy, and took advantage 
of a quality of light that combats the 
claustrophobia of the city,” says Errol, 
who manages a hedge fund. His wife 
adds, “We wanted the apartment to 
float, to feel open and modern, and yet 
be a family home.” In other words, they

1^' P'
such

t;
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such traditional elements as raised 
paneling, baseboards, and moldings.” 
Yet here, these old-world details seem 
more contemporary, paired with dra
matic modern elements such as the fire
place wall in the living room, where

a trapezoidal east-facing window al
lows the early morning sun to become 
a nearly abstract source of light. “It be
comes an artful amenity,” says Mindel, 
“which makes you smile when you see 
it.” So does the felicitous contrast in the

dining room, between the Rudmans’ 
grand Italian old master paintings in 
elaborate gilt frames and the near asceti
cism of the space itself.

The overall palette of the apartment 
takes its cue from the park views.
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Chocolate and apple green predomi- shot with brightly colored silk threads, 
nate, in leather, cashmere, and flannel emphasize the subtlety of the con- 
that deliver what Mindel calls “another trolled color scheme, 
sensibility on a more subliminal level 
when you walk past and touch the 
pieces.” Custom-made V’Soske rugs,

EARLY-17TH-CENTURY Old master paint

ings contrast with the dining room’s con

temporary architecturai lines. *nie antique 

tabie is from Reymer-Jourdan Antiques, NYC. 

Armless chairs by Shelton, Mindel & Asso

ciates were made by Ernest Studios, NYC.

The big, open kitchen, which both 
clients and architects call “more than a 
kitchen,” and which Mindel refers to as a
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THE TWO-STORY LtVING ROOM,

these pages, was created by

removing part of the upper floor. The

fireplace wall incorporates a window

and a niche for a Bruscoli sculpture.

The table is by Le Corbusier for Cassina.

NEW SCULPTURAL STAIRS are Visible

from the living room, opposite page.

where custom-designed Spinneybeck

leather-covered chairs surround a

Mies van der Rohe table for Knoll.

The custom-made rug is by V’Soske.

Sources, see back of book.



we wanted,” Diana says. "%u constantly 
feel beckoned to go from one space to 
the other,” Errol adds. “We managed to 
achieve functionality without formality”

“kitch-sit-eat,” was crafted out of a series The Swedish vinyl floor, rubberized 
of small rooms. Light now pours into the mats, and furniture in leather and Ultra- 

which is outfitted with a TV and suede are all “wipeable, washable, andspace,
lots of luxurious seating. With kids— 
there are four in the household—“this

child-friendly'
That particularly pleases the Rud- That just might be the paradigm for 

‘The open plan gives us everything contemporary interior architecture, fiiuis where it’s happening,” Mindel says. mans.
85
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kitchensWarm, inviting, and uncluttered
PHOTOGRAPHED BY DANA GALLAGHERBY TRISH HALL

STYLED BY REBECCA OMWE6

from its old confines.HE KITCHEN HAS BEEN LIBERATED

It is free to look as homey as a country cottage or as hard-edged 
loading dock. Every material is being used, from concrete and 

steel to plastic and finely detailed wood. The most exciting 
kitchens balance an unadorned efficiency, learned from restaurant

antiques. They are sleek, but mod-
t asa

kitchens, with personal touches 
crated with a bit of warmth; calm, but not cold. They rely on one great

even

piece, like a worktable, to give architectural interest to rooms without 

boimdaries. Overhead cabinets are limited
that the kitchen won’t seem too—well, 

too much like a kitchen. And increasingly, 
Americans are incorporating modern- 
style cabinets into older homes—the way 
Europeans always have—as cabinet com
panies like Snaidero, from Italy, and 
Bulthaup, from Germany, open show- 

here. On these pages are three 
such kitchens, all inviting, all elegant.

so

rooms

what Boffi
where Southampton, NY 
why Dr. Robert Atkins, the famous diet doctor, and his wife, 
Veronica, his partner in writing cookbooks, are modernists 
who were drawn to the simplicity of this Italian kitchen.
86



text]
lal contrast

The orang4 plasti^laminate

visually softer thancounters
priS. give anotherstone and
r. Verorifca Atkins, ajolt of

self- bed Itaipphile, likes

the entireWukit line, including
the stainHbs-steel trash can

- 1

on
the counter, and can then be moved
to wherever storage is needed.



fmetallics
The legs of the

countertop and the legs of the
chairs add a sheen to the room and
balance the wood, keeping the
kitchen from looking too countrified.



I
ruatui*alopen and shut

Frosted-glass'fronted cabinets 
offer openness without displaying 
the contents so literally that a single 
misplaced cup would ruin the effect.

what SieMatic
where Wilmette, IL 
why Mick DeGiulio
aeated a kitchen for his
clients using light-colored
wood and three kinds
of stone, emphasizing
horizontal lines to make
the high-ceilinged room
feel calm and serene.

coffee zone As houses
grow larger, kitchens tend to have
two of everything. Often, designers
are putting a kitchen within a kitchen.
just for breakfast making. This
one is stocked with all the morning
essentials, including its own
Sub-Zero drawer and dishwasher.



what Bulthaup Studio Inc. 
where Alexandria, VA 
why Maria and Harry 
Hopper wanted low 
cabinets, so that nothing 
would block the sun 
from the addition to 
their 1840 Federal house.





trade secrets

kitchens are onwheels and well-designed interiors adapt to
‘"Multitasking” is a buzzword no longer restricted to the office. Kitchens 
going mobile. Wheeled workstations, cabinets, and trolleys do double duty, from 
preparation to presentation, in lofty spaces or cramped city apartments.
PRODUCED BT JOYCE BAUTISTA PHOTOGRAPHED BY JAY ZUCKERKORN

are

a classic

LiDesigned by Joe 
Colombo for Boffi 
Studio, the complete 
electric kitchen is as 
modem today as it was 
when it won the silver 
medal at the Milan 
Exhibition in 1964. 
Made of birch plywood 
and cherry veneer, it 
has hot plates, storage, 
a pullout countertop, 
sockets for appliances, 
and a stove cover 
that is also a serving 
tray: $8,684. In NYC, 
212-421-1800.

!

i

/

easy-bake Just slip an electric oven into 
Varenna Poliform's base unit, from their Planet 
Collection. The aluminum top provides extra work 
surface; $2,365, including Miele oven. 877-varenna.

waste not
No need to carry carrot 
tops across the kitchen 
to the garbage can. 
Bulthaup's trash can, 
from $1,400, comes to 
you. With its two sizes 
of plastic inserts on top 
and a drawer on the 
bottom, separating 
recyclables and waste 
materials for compost 
is easy. Made of 
anodized aluminum, 
it is lightweight and 
virtually smudgeproof. 
In NYC, 212-966-7183.



a roll
all of your needs

/ serving size
The spareness of the Eiffel trolley, 
$1,160, from Doma, the Home 
Design Collection, belies its ver
satility. Made of stainless steel, 
cherry wood, and glass, it has 
slats that can be moved to adjust 
for serving trays and dishes of 
any width. It’s also sturdy enough 
for a television, if you want some 
company, 877-domausa.

I,

cross hairs'^
The stainless-steel and oak 
lab trolley, $3,200, designed 
by Jasper Morrison, is avail
able at Capellini Modern 
Age. In NYC, 212-966-0669. 
Utensils are by Philippe 
Starck, from Moss. In NYC, 
212-226-2190.

travel kit
This mobile three- 
drawer cabinet, $1,228, 
designed by Piero 
Lissoni for Boffi Studio, 
comes with well- 
designed spaces to 
accommodate flatware 
and utensils. Made of 
solid cherry wood, it is 
attractive enough to be 
wheeled out to the 
dining room, to set the 
table, and then used as 
an extra surface to 
hold platters of food.

silky drawers
This anodized-aluminum storage unit 
with beech top, about $1,900, from the 
German company Bulthaup, comes 
in several combinations of drawers, 
work tops, and shelves. It Is also 
available with cherry-wood drawers.



trade secrets "■ • "j

and playing; 1 J-LUjo
There's no reason to have cabinets crammed with jars, or drawers jumbled with kitchen 
equipment. Architects, kitchen desi^ers, and cabinetmakers are customizing interiors 
to utilize every inch ofspace. Here are some of the more 
appealing choices. PRODUCED BT TRISH hall 

PHOTOGRAPHED BT TARA SGROI

pullout drawer Narrow
cabinets in awkward spaces become
usable when they are pullouts fitted
with shelves: $900 to $1,500 from
Poggenpohl. In NYC. 212-228-3334.

practical pantry Space can be configured in
many ways, to suit the food you store most often. This 
Poggenpohi pantry, $2,400 to $3,800, offers slides, shelves, 
hooks, and a sealed cabinet to keep foods dry.

silver tower s
Two levels in this 
drawer, $262, from 
SieMatic (in NYC, 212- 
593-4195) allow twice 
as many utensils to be 
stored as usual; each 
level fully extends. 
Many cabinetmakers 
also offer fabric-lined 
drawers to keep silver 
from tarnishing.

So

found space The kick plate under the 
cabinet used to be wasted space. Now designers are in
stalling drawers that can hold anything from stepladders 
to string. The drawer above, $285, is from SieMatic.



and-seek

a neat fit
utensils will never be
jumbled together in this
Snaidero drawer, $528,
which has cutouts for
the 13 included tools.
Among them: a cork

screw and a zester.

lid storage Pots
can be stacked on shelves or in
cabinets, or hung, but the tops
always seem to go awry. These
Snaidero wooden slats, $130 to
$230 depending on size, keep
the tops in place.



Kedesjtoning a modernist house near

side patio, this page, is at the heart of

tHe original early-’60s, open-plan house.
The outdoor-furniture cushions are

covered in a red-and-white Sunbrella

fabric from Diamond Foam & Fabric, L.A.

, opposite page,

5Want Mack. Thi

£2utslde
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PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHEL ARNAUDBY WENDY MOONAN

STYLED BY PAULA FOX
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Still, Levin saw its possibilities. As 
soon as he purchased the house, it went 
into development—in the Hollywood 
sense of the phrase. Which is to say: 
nothing happened. Preoccupied with his 
film work, in the midst of a divorce that 
left him sharing custody of his young 
daughter, Eden, and a bit intimidated by 
the prospect of renovation, Levin let the 
house sit, empty, for two years.

Then he read an article about architect 
Mark Mack, an Austrian who had opened 
a California practice in 1984 and was 
a professor at UCLA. The subject of 
several books, with widely published 
residential projects in the Napa and 
Sonoma valleys, Ivlack has an interna
tional reputation for his use of bold 
color and his smooth contemporary 
design sensibilities. He has worked on 
such public buildings as the temporary 
headquarters for the Getty Research 
Institute in Santa Monica, the Boise Art 
Museum, and the Nexus housing com
plex in Fukuoka, Japan. Given Mack’s 
serious credentials, Levin was relieved to 
see him arrive for their meeting at the 
house wearing a pair of surfer shorts and 
sandals. “Mark was so understated,” 
Levin recalls, “so humble and sweet,”

Mack smiles at the reaction. “I like to 
be characterized as an easy-living Cali
fornia architect,” he says. “I use indige
nous and vernacular elements. You 
could call me a relaxed modernist.”

Originally, Levin wanted Mack to 
remodel the small kitchen only. To open 
up the space. Mack knocked down 
walls, converting three tiny rooms into 
one. He laid a new cement floor, scored 
it in an irregular pattern, and stained 
certain quadrants palm green. He 
designed a large maple worktable and 
new maple cabinets, staining a few ran
dom cabinet fronts cherry red.

But the project gained its own momen
tum as Mack’s eye for color began to 
roam over the rest of the house. He 
respected Leizer’s original open-plan 
scheme, and didn’t touch such elements

stacks of color
Emerson didn't even know 
her husband when she
started collecting Harlequin
a sister pattern to Fiesta, in
1980. But it seems custom-
made for their new kitchen.

TO REMAKE THE KITCHEN, right and 

below, Mack combined three small rooms 

into one. Random blocks of color serve 

as a counterpoint to the natural wood 

cabinets and 1950s school furniture.

Mack custom-designed the metal rack for 

the pots and pans. The vintage valet rack, 

below, is from Orange, In L.A. The alu

minum Kartell stools are from Diva, L.A.

^chitect used 
pected color notes.
like the four dilferent
hues on the legs of
the worktable, to
create spontaneity.
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Openings that face the
living room and the pool
bring more light into the
kitchen, and allow the
parents to keep an eye
on their girts.
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as Mexjcan paving tiles, sliding glass ASIDE FROM MACK'S dramatic newfire-
doors that open out onto the pool, and a place, right, the living room is little
breezeway. But the interiors, Levin says altered from the original, down to the
became “a blank canvas for Mark. Mexican floor tiles. The sofa, covered in 

a cotton from Diamond Foam & Fabric, 

was found at the Rose Bowl flea market. 

The '50s Heywood-Wakefield chaise is 

from Orange and is upholstered in vin

tage mohair by Knoll. The ottoman is 

Sasha Emerson Levin's own design. 

Sources, see back of book.

Mack stained the wood beams white 
and covered the rough stucco walls with 
hand-applied colored plaster. Some walls 
are butter yellow, others mint green. 
Levin describes the fireplace surround 
and a few other walls as “the orange of 
the Golden Gate bridge.”

The renovation took four months. 
One day, Levin arranged a play date for 
Eden with the daughter of Sasha Emer
son, then an executive at New Line Cin
ema and herself a single parent. Eden and 
Sophie Emerson had a grand time, but 
the adults had the real fun. Ten months 
later, Levin and Emerson married—and 
needed more house. “Suddenly,” Emer
son says, “we were the Brady Bunch.”

master bathroom—a riot of tiles in vivid 
stripes of red, yellow, blue, and green, 
“Mark sat at the kitchen table and 
sketched,” says Emerson. “We planned it 
out with graph paper and colored pencils.” 

Mack is known for houses with inde
pendent pavilions. Here, he turned an 
L-shaped house into a U, replacing the 
carport with a square tower that in
cludes two children’s bedrooms, 
baths, a playroom, and a guest bedroom. 
He linked it to the main house by glass
ing in the bteezeway. The parents sleep 
in the old house, the girls in the new. 
“The tower has big open rooms where 
we all play, but each child has her 

room

windows, so I can see what’s going on.
When it came to decorating, the 

pie headed for the flea markets. “Nothing 
in the house co,st more than $1,500—we 
spent everything on the architecture,” 
Emerson says. “The markets are so good 
here, you can bumble your way throu^ if 
you have a good eye.” Along with china, 
glassware, and lamps, the couple found

Hou.scCfGardcn • February 2000

two
NTER MARK MACK fot the 
sequel. Emerson had already 
renovated three L.A. houses, 

one a Paul Williams junior mansion, and 
Mack was happy to collaborate with her. 
“I like to get into the intricacies of merg
ing my vision with someone else’s,” he 
says. One of their signal successes is the

cou-

own
for privacy,” Emerson says, adding, 

‘Mark designed the kitchen with cutout
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Max designs. When they saw this house, 
they said, ‘It looks just like the place 
where you grew up.

For his part, Levin is content to bask in 
the satisfaction of the discerning patron
age. “I didn’t know it was going to turn 
out so well. I sit on the deck and look 
back at the house and can’t believe it,” he 
says. “I finally have good taste.

an old wooden library book-card file, 
which they use to store art supplies. 
They dine off an old school table and 
sit on Heywood-Wakefield chairs that 
once graced a classroom. Most of the 
pieces are period, but Emerson explains, 
“We wanted great design, not names.” 

The shopping was so much fun, it in
spired Emerson, along with her friend

Marne Dupere, to open a vintage- 
furnishings store, Orange, in Beverly 
Hills. For Emerson, the whole experi
ence of the Rustic Canyon house has 
been a homecoming of sorts. “It’s 
ironic,” she says. “I grew up in Manhat
tan in a Kips Bay building by I. M. Pei. 
My parents had bright walls, Marimekko 
bedspreads, Azuma pillows with Peter r&;>
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rtoitheir old Manhattan brd

THE FOCAL POINT of the two-story living

room is a 22-foot-high window that overlooks

the garden. A pair of sofas from Capellini

Badem Age, NYC, contrast with the stained

oak floor. The 1940s surgical lamp is from

Urban Archeology, NYC. The orange chair, a

1959 design by Pierre Paulin, sits by a console
attributed to George Nakashima. The Flag

Halyard chair, far left, is a 1950 Hans Wegner

design, and the standing lamp is from Bowles

& Linares, London. The sculpture by Harry

Bertoia on the table is from Troy, NYC.





HE TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY

brownstone renovated in the ’60s
fit Joel Kissin like the prover

bial kid glove. Kissin, president and 
co-owner—with Sir Terence Conran— 
of Guastavino’s, a restaurant that is 
nestled under the spectacular tiled 
arcades of the Queensboro Bridge in 
Manhattan, had looked at dozens of 
lofts and large apartments. But when 
he and his partner, Carlos Afonso, a 
design consultant, saw the house, with 
its two-story living room and 22-foot- 
high window, they knew they had 
found the place in which they wanted 
to live. “The house’s big, dramatic 
spaces gave it a loftlike quality,” says 
Kissin. “We were lucky, because today, 
due to building codes, I think we 
would never have been able to make 
the changes of thirty years ago.”

Nevertheless, they hired Margaret 
Helfand, of Helfand Myerberg Guggen- 
heimer, a New York architectural firm, 
to oversee a year of construction. Kissin 
and Afonso felt the house needed up
dating, and ended up changing every 
bathroom, installing a new kitchen, and 
keeping only the staircase and the soar
ing living room. “It’s not often you get 
this kind of building that has gone 
through an aggressive renovation,” says 
Helfand, who worked with project 
architect Maura Fernandez Abernethy. 
‘And as there was no historical fabric to 
speak of, we were free to create a show
case for the clients’ collection of furni
ture and artwork.”

That was the fun part. “We wanted to 
lighten the whole thing,” says Kissin, 
who reluctantly did away with the 
copper mantel in the dining room, and 
more easily got rid of the brightly col
ored bathroom tiles, cork floors, and 
’60s detailing. “We didn’t want anything 
fussy,” Afonso says. “We took all the color 
away and painted everything white.” The 
idea was to have a “clean space to live 
in, so that you could close the door and 
feel cozy in your own habitat.”

While they brought some furniture 
and artwork with them when they 
moved from London, they purchased 
many things, or had them made spe
cially for the new house. Still, there
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expianslve

n ■■

reflecting pool
To enhance light, the architects 
wrapped stainless steel around 
the wails holding the hood 
and behind the stove, and on 
the sides of the refrigerator.

playing with light
The backsplash was created by 
laminating etched glass to mirror." 

Tho lonit is hnth frosted and
opaque, giving the spai
texture and an airterfeeiing. F

6

6

close at hand
A Carrara marble ledge
above the kitchen counter
is perfect for plates, cooking
equipment, and bottles of

working space
Kissin wanted his kitchen to be ‘Sim
ple ryrtJiJ
cold.'JThe maple table id used for

contempora t not too

chopping, eating, and storing pots



I
THE ■ ..JMINOUS WALL of sandblasted mirror and the 

stainless steel of the Garland stove and Miele dish* 

washer emphasize the clean and shimmery look of 

the kitchen, opposite page. The countertops are 

2-inclvthick Carrara marble. CARLOS AFONSO, here 

holding an Orrefors vase by Ingeborg Lundin from 

Antik,iNYC, walks by bie\^ALL OF CABINETS, below, 

which hides pantry items, glassware, and china.

h
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were no snap decisions. “I wantedTHE MASTER BEDROOM

to have the things that I loved allsuite occupies the entire

my life, that were in my head for manyfourth floor. The Tallis

says Afonso, pointing outbed, above, is from the years,
the Mies van der Rohe BarcelonaConran Shop, London.

daybed in the foyer, the Cat’s CradleThe 1952 chair is by Poul

table by Harris Rubin, and a 1930sKjaerholm. The bedside

side table by Pierre Chareau. Thetable, designed by Carlos

majestic 12-foot-long dining table ofAfonso, is from Troy; the

American walnut that anchors theCobra lamp, from Wyeth,

kitchen floor was designed by Fer-both NYC. IN THE MINIMAL

nandez Abemethy and Hilton SinclairBATHROOM, left, lime-

and made by Sinclair, a craftsman whostone from Stone Source,

also made the floating wood shelves,NYC, is the material of

some of which function as a kind ofchoice. The faucets are

minimal sideboard.Kroin. IN THE DRESSING

The couple had planned to haveROOM, opposite page, a

the master bedroom on the third floor,chaise covered in calf

but after renovation began, theysuede sits on a carpet from

decided to turn the entire fourth floorEinstein Moomjy, NYC.

into a bed, bath, and large dressingSources, see back of book.
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“that’s what I see every day” There are no 
overhead cabinets (“They make me feel 
closed in,” he says), but lots of storage 
drawers installed below the counters. 
“When you are cooking, it’s nice to have 
everything out,” he says. After all that, 
there was one more requirement: a very 
quiet dishwasher. With that in place, 

thing disturbs the serenity of what 
Kissin and Afonso call their “oasis.

and put outfits together in preparation 
for a good night out,” Afonso says.

The kitchen was Kissin’s domain. ‘As a 
restaurateur,” he explains, “I wanted to 
have lots of space for cooking and plating 
up.” That explains the large, solid-maple 
island that also serves as a table. Kissin 
wanted what he calls “semicommercial 
equipment, but nothing that was too 
terribly commercial,” because, he adds.

room suite that spans the vvidth of the 
house. “Why not go for it?” Kissin 
asked, and Afonso tan with the idea. “I 
wanted something glamorous,” Afonso 
says of the quiet bedroom that over
looks the garden, and the limestone- 
covered bathroom, the wood-lined clos
ets, which have leather-handled drawers, 
and a comfy chaise. “That’s where I can 
sit and read a book, look at my clothes.

no
cSiiP
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suite
Paul Cejas and his wife, Trudy, is a model of decor diplomacy

t
STYLED BY BARBARA KURGAN

HE CLIENTS, Paul Cejas, the 
United States ambassador to 
Belgium, and his wife, Trudy, 

wanted a “fantasy in Manhattan”—at least 
thars what they conveyed to their designer 
and architect, Stephen Miller Siegel. When 
they are not in Brussels, the couple’s pri
mary residence is in Miami. But they were 
fortunate to have as a pied-a-terre a rela
tively small, yet still quite grand, apartment 
in one of New York’s legendary white- 
glove buildings, with high-ceilinged recep
tion rooms, glossy parquet floors, and 
dreamy views of Central Park.

“Neutrals, neutrals, neutrals,” became 
Siegel’s mantra. “Because the Cejases 
have a very large collection of important 
Latin American art, I wanted to make 
sure that, even in an opulent setting, the 
furnishings would not fight with the 
paintings,” says Siegel, who worked for 
architect Peter Marino for ten years and 
recently joined with Nannette Brown to 
form Brown Siegel Design Associates. 
The decor would be “almost period,” says 
Siegel, meaning, “we didn’t want to refer 
to a particular time frame. I never wanted 
the rooms to look ‘decorated.’ ” 

Nevertheless, quite beautifully deco
rated they are. In each room, a different 
color— Siegel’s idiosyncratic view of neu
trals—plays a starring role. Here rich 
blues, there mellow ochres; deep reds 
in one room, glittery silvers and golds 
in another. “I don’t like bold colors,” 
explains the designer, “but rather colors 
that are indescribable.”

That is certainly true in the dining 
room, where a Russian cranberry-glass 
chandelier complements walls painted in

IN THE LIVING ROOM, furniture is 

arranged around a pair of Oriental rugs, 

making the space feei like two rooms 

in one. A 19th-century Indo-Persian carpet 

lies on the left, one from Agra on the 

right. Both are from F. J. Hakimian, NYC. 

The walls are covered in a gold-and-silver- 

striped fabric from Christopher Hyland.

Ill



1

a rich hue that many in the decorating 
trade would call aubergine. Not Siegel. “I 
hate that word,” he says. “It’s tacky”
Mind you, Siegel wouldn’t prefer “egg- large living room, where seating is placed

Each of the rooms—from the striking controlled opulence. “When you go into 
octagonal foyer, where bronze mesh has an interior,” Siegel says, “I don’t think any
been laid over a dark blue wall, to the room should jump out at you. Colors

should flow from room to room.” And so 
plant.” He describes the color as “some- in genial groupings—has a distinct per- they do, with a carpet in the living room
where between porphyry and mahogany” sonality. But there is an overall feeling of picking up the blue from the foyer, and a
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A CHARLES X ormolu-and-blue-

crystal engraved chandelier

adds an exotic note to the

marble-floored foyer, opposite

page, where Gandiar, a ca. 1941

oil by Rufino Tamayo, hangs

above a French Empire rose

wood commode. IN THE

DEEPLY HUED dining room,

this page, early-19th-century

Russian mahogany chairs, from

the Chinese Porcelain Company,

NYC, a late-18th-century

ormolu console, from Didier

Aaron, NYC, and a 19th-century

Russian chandelier, found in

Paris, contribute to the opulent

look. The draperies are a
custom-woven silk damask

from Georges Le Manach.



AN ANTIQUE MAHOGANY baldachin
(canopy), found In London, sets the stage

in the master bedroom. The Empire-style

mahogany bedstead, designed by Brown

Siegel Design Associates, looks like two

twin beds but accommodates a king-sized

mattress. An 18th-century creamware

vase from Bardith, NYC, sits on the Empire

side table. The walls are covered in a

toile from Ramm, Son & Crocker.



JOAQUIN TORRES-GARCiA'S Paisaje 

de Espana, ca. 1948, hangs between 

windows framed by Veraseta silk 

taffeta draperies, right. The Empire 

bench, from Florian Papp, NYC, is 

upholstered In a Lee Jofa silk/rayon. 

The sofa, by Brown Siegel Design 

Associates, is covered in a Brunschwig 

& Fils cotton and silk. The herringbone 

wool carpet is from Patterson, Flynn,

& Martin, NYC. THE MASTER BATH, 

below, features a custom sink and 

gold-plated fixtures and cabinet 

hardware, all from P. E. Guerin, NYC. 

Sources, see back of book.

hand-printed Italian wallpaper in the 
bathroom (with a design inspired by early- 
twentieth-century Indian textiles) re
flecting the rich hue of the dining room. 
“The palettes are almost uniform in each 
room,” Siegel adds. “I didn’t do a pink and 
blue one, or a yellow and white.”

The cozy elegance of the master bed
room stems from the European-style use 
of fabric. The walls are upholstered in 
toile de Jouy, and Veraseta silk taffeta 
is draped around an antique baldachin 
found at the Portobello Road market in 
London. To diminish what he calls “the 
too massive look of king-sized beds”— 
the size most cHents want—Siegel clev
erly designed a headboard and footboard 
that, he explains, “look as if they were 
made from two Empire-style twin beds.”

tHE LIVING ROOM, done in 
hues of silver and gold, has 
a more festive mood. Not that 
completing the room, with its 

unusual arrangement of furniture, was a 
relaxed affair. Two rugs—instead of one 
large one—divide the room into two dis
tinctive areas. “T5q)ically, you find the car
pet first,” says Siegel, “but here it was more 
difficult. The furniture was already done.” 
They chose two compatible nineteenth- 
century Indian carpets that, with pillows 
made of antique textiles, lend a patina 
of age to the room. Simple, charming 
draperies—edged with a tailored pleat 
rather than a ruffle—puU it all together.

“I try to bring a masculine edge to 
everything,” says Siegel, “although, in gen
eral, each room should appeal to anyone, 
of either gender.” That is, of course, 
another form of neutrality Or, at the very 
least, consummate diplomacy.
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eagles nest
Barbara Barry creates an interior in a Brentwood Italianate 
serene enough to soothe the soul of rocker Glenn Frey of 

the Eagles and his energetic brood
is the color that greets seems to dissolve into the khaki-green-ivory spectrum envelop

ing the entire house. Walls, upholstered furniture, draperies, 
wood tones—all is of a single, enfolding piece. “The idea,” says 
Barry, “is to create places that are a hug around you.”

Those hugged in the embrace of Barry World are Frey, his 
wife, Cindy, and their two children, Taylor and Deacon. What

OND-SCUM GREEN

musician and actor Glenn Frey when he walks 
through his front door in Los Angeles. Or so the 
mischievous Eagles guitarist can’t resist joking. In 

truth, the shade is one of those elusive almost-neutrals in which 
designer Barbara Barry specializes: a calming, citrusy hue that

PHOTOGRAPHED BY SALLY GALLWRITTEN BY ALISON COOK

STYLED BY WILL McGAUL



Barry has wrought inside their unpromising Brentwood Italianate The serenity of these rooms leaves the buzz of Los Angeles 

house is both more svelte and distinctly less showy than thepre- far behind, in the foyer, opposite page, the curtains are Pandora, 

vailing aesthetic of the city outside. “Fthe phone wasn’t ringing a Rogers & Goffigon linen. The lanterns are from Paul Ferrante, 
when I come in,” Frey observes, “I wouldn’t know it was LA.” Hollywood, the living room, this page, is elegant and informal 

And that, according to Barry, is the point. Tranquillity is 
her overriding aim (“You make many simple choices to
achieve it, as opposed to giving in to all your impulses”), and The slipper chair, custom*designed by Barbara Barry Inc., is 

it dovetails neatly with her clients’ needs. “We have a lot covered in Ashford from Nancy Corzine.

enough to suit Deacon, left, and Taylor, who pose on the hearth. The 

Mattaliano armchairs are covered in Cowtan & Tout's Rustington.
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going on in our lives—rock and roll, golf, kids, family, char
ity—and we didn’t want a lot going on in our home environ
ment,” says Frey. “We wanted a haven.”

of blush. A sleek ottoman beckons with a subtle velvety texture.
The pleasures of a Barry room are not always apparent at first 

glance. “Sometimes a client feels it’s too quiet, repetitious, bor
ing,” Barry admits with the smile of a woman husbanding secrets. 
She finds her drama in the details. “It’s all about that little leg 

HAT IS WHAT BA RRY gave them, working in associ- flaring out,” she says, patting a settee that presides over the entry
ation with designer Will McGaul. (The pair also did the hall. Or the way a little stripe echoes in aherringbone sisal mat- 
Freys'“golfgoes Zen” retreat in Palm Springs.) Barry’s ting, in a pillow, in a ribbed-walnut sideboard, in the gray-

rooms exert the quietest sensual pull. A single chartreuse pillow browns of a Barry-designed Tibetan rug. “You may not notice 
gleams amid taupes and grays. Softly tailored chairs in the mas- it,” Barry says of her small harmonies, “but your psyche will.” 
ter bedroom tug at the eye and brain with their subliminal hint Time is as elusive as color in the world according to Barry The

“I don’t care about the provenance of things. I’m more interested in 
design, I want handsome pieces that work together”—Barbara Barry
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VARIATIONS ON ONE HUE bring warmth and light into the
dining room, above. The ebonized table is from the Collection,

Los Angeles. Barbara Barry designed the chairs for Baker
Furniture. The chandelier is a Fortuny design. The antique

Japanese screen is from Imari Gallery, San Francisco. IN THE
LIVING ROOM, left, a custom-made Nancy Corzine chair cov

ered in a fabric from Decorators Walk coves up to a 1930s rose
wood side table topped with a Giacometti-Inspired lamp from

Holly Hunt. THE MUSIC ROOM, opposite page, has a mahogany
William IV hall table from Licorne Antiques, Los Angeles. The

armchairs, upholstered in a worsted wool from HBF Textiles,

and mirror were designed by Barbara Barry.
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THE MASTER BATH, left,
like the rest of the house,
Is enveloped in powdery
tones. “To make it more of

a room than usuai,” says
Barry, “we brought in a lit
tle furniture.” The chair by

Mattaliano and vanity

stool by Barbara Barry Inc.

are upholstered in fabric by 
Rogers & Goffigon. The rug is from Decorative Car

pets, Los Angeles. Barry framed the windows with 
what she calls “my little Grecian curtains,” custom- 

made with handkerchief hems. GLENN AND CINDY 

FREY relax on the patio, left. The chairs by Michael Tay
lor Designs are covered in a resilient Sunbrella fabric, 

available at Diamond Foam & Fabric, L.A. “The house 
had to have a certain element of durability because of 

the kids,” says Frey of Taylor and Deacon, above.

more interested in design. I want only handsome 
pieces ti^t work well together. I’m always trying to find 
a thread o( connectedness between things.” That 
thread brings a reissued Mariano Fortuny chandelier of 
hand-painted sihc (the original was made in Venice, 
circa the 1920s) together in the Freys’ dining room with 
a nineteenth-century Japanese screen and a 1940s 
American table by Baker.

Barry reworked this table with a black stain and 
rounded it with the ivory velvet, roll-backed dining 
chairs she designed as part of her own line for 
Baker—one of the projects that have turned her into 
something of a media phenomenon. There are the 
Tibetan rugs for Tifenkian; the office collection for 

Frey house simmers with a certain Deco-inspired glamour and a HBF, a division of the Lane Company; and the pristine array of 
strain of 1930s Jean-Michel Frank style, but it inhabits no partic- housewares assembled in the LaJoliaAvenue place that Barry used
ular period. “I don’t care about antiques,” declares Barry “I don’t to call home. Now she calls it Barbara Barry Home, and its careful 
care about the provenance of things, the fineness of things. I’m settings—open only to her clients—house everything from her
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We have a lot going on in our lives, and we didn’t want a lot going on in 
our home environment. We wanted a haven” —Glenn Frey

work really hard to finish a house out, so the client will feel com
fortable as a hostess.” The result, she says with an aplomb that 
Martha Stewart might envy, is “a house that is like a kit of parts for 
basic elegance.”

And more, of course. In the end, the Frey house is a splendid 
backdrop for human beings, who pop out against its studied tran
quillity as vividly as the bowls of green apples that are a favorite 
Barry accessory “It’s an easy house to live in,” says Frey His eyes 
dance with a final thought. “When Barbara designs a house, there 
are still places to put your things,” he says, laughing. “Those pictures 
I see in magazines—if I walked in with a bag of groceries or a 
jacket, where would I put them?’

THE MASTER SEOROOM is both sensual and tranquil. The chaise 

longue, designed by Barbara Barry Inc., is covered in Elegance 
cotton from Ian Crawford. The floor lamp Is from Brian Bell, L.A. 

A pair of Lloyd Loom wicker chairs from Janus et Cie, L.A., are 
visible on the balcony beyond. Sources, see back of book.

favorite champagne/water tumblers to “the perfect porcelain 
teacup”; from her ideal silver tray to five kinds of mattress pads. 
“Everything but the husband,” she cracks. ‘We furnish everything 
for our clients, right down to the sheeting and the linens,” says 
Barry sitting in the Freys’ capacious kitchen and tapping one of 
those slender Barbara Barry water glasses so that it chimes. ‘We
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With a few design tricks, Deborah Nevins creates a Midwestern 

garden that can be enjoyed by visitors of any age or ability

WRITTEN BY DEBORAH NEEDLEMAN PHOTOGRAPHED BY NINA BRAMHALL

PRODUCED BY CHARLOTTE M. FRIEZE122





T IS OFTEN SAID thatgOOd Fowler were already at work on the
gardens are built from the house when they invited garden designer
inside out—from the hoase, Deborah Nevins to meet the owner. An

and into the world. But perhaps the best architectural historian and a former lec-
gardens are those that begin even further turer on landscape history, Nevins is
inside: in the heart. To be sure, this known for her classically inspired gar-
threc-acre garden in the Midwest could dens and her sensitivity to architecture.
not be imagined without its house— Nevins and the owner struck an imme-
for the layout and spirit reflect the archi- diate report, probably because both are
tecturc of a classical French-style perfectionists, in the best sense of themanor.
But this grand house and garden word. The o^^'ner involved herself inare
as they are for another reason, both hum- every detail of the project. She scoured
ble and personal: a place that everyone books, asked questions, and made trips
in the family can enjoy. to France to examine architecture, oma-

With one child who uses both a wheel- ments, and gardens. Her level of attention
chair and a walker, the owners wanted a inspired Nevins, who says, “We should all
home accessible to all people. The gar- apply such care to any life project."
den, like the house, is constructed accord- For her part, Nevins is motivated by a
ing to the principles of universal design. belief that weD-articulated spaces encour-
The idea is to remove barriers so that age intimacy between people and the
physical limitations of mobility or sight landscape. This garden was influenced by
pose no limit to someone's ability to take the classic scvcntecnch-ccntury French
full advantage of a place and its pleasures. gardens of Andre Le Notre. Following his

Architect Thomas Bceby and deco example, Nevins organized the space into
rator Stanley Falconer of Colefax and a series of garden “rooms,” each of which
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THE WHITE GARDEN, above, features a border with
‘Krinkled White' peony. AN EARLY SPRING SHOW

of bluebells, hellebores, and mini>narcissus, left, blooms

an allee of honey locust trees. Opposite page,near
clockwise from top left: THE CONSERVATORY was
suggested by a friend who gets around on a motorized

scooter, as a place to view the garden comfortably
in any weather; AN ARMILLARY SPHERE stands by

the garden path, which is made of decomposed granite
mixed with Stabilizer—the blend creates a firm

surface that lets water percolate through; WOODLAND

BLOOMS, white Anemone sylvestris, and purple
Pulsatilla vulgaris; THE LOCUST ALLEE is softened by

underplantings of hostas, astilbe, and ferns.
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IN A PURPLE EXTRAVAGANZA, a patch Of Scilla siborica and

violas, this page, blooms near one end of the house. The stairway

in the distance—and another flight, outfltted with an electric

seat—lead to AN AMPHITHEATER framed in boxwood, opposite

page, which is hand'pruned to maintain a puffy, cloudlike shape.

offers a different experience. Walking 
from the terrace, one can hide away in 
the small, enclosed topiary garden or 
wander under the dappled shade of the 
honey locust allee, where plantings spread 
out like a tapestry. In the other direction, 
tough, sturdy lowland plants populate a 
dell, and a luscious amphitheater is 
formed by billowy cushions of boxwood. 
A generous path, resembling the packed- 
earth paths of France, curves like a golden 
ribbon, uniting the entire garden.

In this garden, each beautiful surface or 
gentle dip in the land has a purpose. The

gracious path, which is in perfect propor
tion, is in fact wide enough to accommo
date two people, one in a chair, moving 
side by side. The path is made of decom
posed granite (in a sandy color that 
matches the house) mixed -with a binder 
called Stabilizer, forming a base that 
drains quickly “A bark or gravel path is a 
Do Not Enter sign to someone in a 
wheelchair.” says the owner. Benches 
punctuate the path at strategically close 
intervals. “Distance,” the owner says, “can 
also be a barrier,”

Seamlessly blending the aesthetic and

the pragmatic, the garden is a place where 
family members can reconnect with one 
another, read, or meditate on nature. 
Nevins has even created an area that 
simulates a visit to the woods, an experi
ence difficult for someone in a chair. She 
planted evergreens close to the path, to 
give guests the feel of being enveloped 
in a forest. When those in wheelchairs 
remark on how delightfully cool it feels 
in this area, and how intense the ever
greens smell, the owner rejoices. She has 
succeeded in creating a place where sen
sual delights are open to all.
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site plan
1 Arbor

-century-style garder216th-
3 Fountain terrace
4 White garden
5 Bench

6 The locust walk
7 Shade garden

8 Covered garden seat<X
u 9 Grass terrace

10 Fountain
11 Viewing terrace
12 The dell
13 Armillary spheres
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THE WIDE LAWI^, opposite page, includes
a 12-foot'Wlde border that is much like a

putting green. It has a sandy subsurface that

packs hard, drains quickly, and is bump-
and barrier-free. THE FOUNTAIN sits on the

main axis of the landscape plan, and can
be seen from some of the surrounding gardens.
On this page: ALONGSIDE THE PATH Sloping

gently into the area of the garden called
the dell, a patch of Siberian iris catches the
morning dew. Sources, see back of book.
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Moss, NYC. 212-226-2190. Alcssi USA. 212-431-1310. 
Chiasso. 800-654-3570. Target, 800-800-8800. 
MoMA Design Store. 800-793-3167. The Terence 
Conran Shop. 011-44-171-589-7401. Umbra. 800-387- 
5121. Kartell, NYC. 212-966-6665.

hngkitch9ndesign.com
Aqua America
Canac
Franke
Frontera.com
La Cornue
Neff
Quality Custom 
Cabinetry
Thermador
Waterworks
Woodmode

SKETCHES Pages 56-61
Mango wood bowl, $42, stone diimer plate, $20, 
square buffet plate, $12, conical mango wood bowl, 
$98. Banana Republic. 888-BR-STYLE.

UNCORKED Pages 70-72
Tim's Wine Market. 407-895-9463. Table & Wine. 
413-584-7775. Green Lane Wines. 914-666-7272. 
Italian Wine Merchants. 212-473-2323. Sutton Wine 
Shop. 212-755-6626.

FIRST PRINCIPLE Page 77
Harry Bertoia stools, Knoll. 800-445-5045. Stove, 
Viking. 888-VIKINGi. AlessiLaCinturastockpot, 
S248, colander, S139, casserole dish, S259, and 
kettle, $229.Alessi condiment set, $i25,T-Iackman 
salad bowl, S185. Moss, NYC. 212-226-2190.

CITY SLICKERS Pages 78-85
Interior designer, Lee Mindel and Peter Shelton, 
Shelton Mindell Associates, NYC, 212-243-3939. 
General contractor, Warren Pearl Construction, 
NYC. 212-226-5069. Lighting design, Johnson 
Schwinghammer, NYC. 212-643-1552. Pages 78-79, 
B&B Italia, NYC. 212-758-4046. Bulthaup,
NYC. 212-966-7183. Lighting, Bega, Carpinteria,

hngkitchendesign.com
Live January 12,2000
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n1Available chrough architects and designers.
Diamond Foam & Fabric, Ijds Angeles. 323-931-8148. 
fan Crawford, Ltd., NYC. 212-353-2228. Avaiiblc 

through architects and designers. Brian Bell,
Los Angeles. 323-662-4679. Janus et Cie. 800-24- 
JANUS. Master bedroom curtains, Henry Calvin, 
available through Donghia.

A GARDEN FOR ALL Pages 122-131
Landscape designer, Deborah Nevins, NYC. Land
scape contractor. Mariani Landscape, Illinois. 847- 
234-2172. Plant markers, Season En^aving, South 
Carolina, 800-968-2187. Stabilizer paths, Stabilizer 

Solutioas, Inc., Arizona. 602-952-8009. 
For information on accessible gardeas, 
www.pachwaysawareness.org.

group.com. Micle. 800-843-7231. Antik, NYC. 212- 
343-0471. Stools, The Conran Shop, London. 011- 
44-171-589-7401. Pots, AU-Clad. 800-255-2523, White 
bone china, Wedgwood, www.wedgwood.com.
Pages 108-109, ^dside table, 81,015, and cofPee 
table, 81,900, Troy. Cobra lamp. $3,200, Wyeth. 
Kroin. 800-OK-KROlN. Einstein Moomjy, I^C. 212- 

647-5900. Chaise, Ou BaholyoJhin, London, ou-44- 
171-426-0666. Table, Troy Axelsalco vase, Antik.

AMBASSADOR SUITE Pages 110-115
Interior designer, Stephen Miller Siegel, Brown 
Siegel Design Associates, NYC. 212-832-5400. Pages 
rio-iii, F. J. Haktmian, NYC.
212-371-6900. Christopher 
Hyland, Inc., NYC. 212-688-6121.
Available chrough architects and 
designers. Side chairs, Georges 
Le Manach, NYC. 212-644-4100.
Available through architects and 
designers, Gueridon, Newel Art 
Gallcrie,s, Inc., NYC. 212-758- 
1970. Fabric on side chair and 
armchairs, Fortuny, Inc., NYC.
212-753-7153. Available through 
architects and designers. Fabric 
on sofa, Decorator’s Walk, NYC.
212-319-7100. Available through 
architects and designers. Coffee 
tables, Jean Karajian, NYC.
212-751-6728- Sculpture, S/iriffg//. by Anita Huffing- 
ran, O'Hara Gallery NYC. 212-355-3330. Curtains, 
"\%rel de Belval, availidile chrough Brunschwig &
Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. Available through architects 
and designers. Pages iiz-113, painting, Gundiin: 
by Rufino Tamayo. RufinoTam^o works available 
throuf^ Associated American Artists, NYC. 212- 
399-5510. Chinese fbrcelain Company NYC. 212- 
838-7744, Didier Aaron, NYC. 212-988-5248. Flora 
Danica china. Georgjensen. 800-546-5253. Center- 
piece, Schlesch and Garza, Ltd. NYC. 212-838- 
3923. Console, Didier Aaron. Curtains, Georges Le 
Manach. Pages 114-115, Bardith, NYC. 212-737- 
37^. Ramm, Son & Crocker. 011-44-494-446-555. 
Joaquin Torres-Garcia works available through 
Cecilia De Torres Ltd., NYC. 212-431-5869. Florian 
Papp, NYC. 212-288-6770. Leejoffa, NYC. 212- 
688-0444. Available through architects and design
ers. Patterson Flynn & Miitin, NYC. 212-688-7700. 
Available throu^i architects and designers. P £. 
Ciuerin,NYC. 212-243-5270. Vera.seta curtains, avail
able through Brunschwig & Fils, NYC.

EAGLE’S NEST Pages 116-121
Interior designers; principle designer, Barbara 
Barry, senior designer, William McGaul. Barbara 
Barry Inc.. Los Angeles, CA. 310-276-9977. Pages 
116-117, Rogers &Goffigon, Ltd., NYC. 212-888- 
3242. Available throu  ̂architects and designers. Paul 
Ferrante, Inc., Los Angeles. 323-653-4142. Mattaliano 
chairs, available at Holly Hunt. NYC. 800-229-8559. 
Available through ardiitects and des^ers. Cowtan 
&Tout, NYC. 212-753-4488. Available through archi
tects and designers. Nancy Cotzine, NYC. 212-223- 
H340. Available through architects and designers. 
Mattaliano nesting tables, available at Holly Hunt. 
Ottoman, Barbara Barry Inc. Ottoman fabric, ICE 
Group. 800-237-1625. ETenry Calvin fabric on lounge 
chair, Donghia. 800-DONGIIIA. Plate on mantel, 
Robert Kuo Ltd., Los Angeles, 310-855-1555, Pandora 
living room curtains, Rogers & Goffigon. Wool sisal 
carpet, Decorative Carpets, Inc., Los Angeles. 310- 
859-6333. Pages 118-119, Tlie Collection, Los Ange
les. 310-205-3840. Baker Furniture. 800-59-BAKER. 
Chandelier, Fortuny design reproductions, 
available at Odegard Inc., NYC. 212-545-0069. Imari 
Gallery, San Francisco. 415-332-0245. Decorators 
Walk. 516-249-3100. Available through architects and 
designers. Licorne Antiques, Los Angeles. 323-852- 
4765- HBFTextiles, Hic^ry, NC. 828-328-2064. Pair 

of African mortars, Blackman-Cruz.LosAngeles. 
310-657-9228. Paul Frankl sideboard, Downtown, 
Los Angeles. 310-652-7461. Rug, Decorative Carpets 
Inc. Throw pillows in music room, Rogeirs & 
Goffigon. Coffee table, J. Robert Scott. 877-207- 
5130. Giacometti style lamp. Holly Hunt. F^es

Michael Taylor Designs, Inc. 415-558-9940.
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iflin PHOTO CREDITSPage 36, Chanel coach, by Franfois 

.*1 Halaid for House&Gun&ii, 1986,
J'courtesyofCNP archives-Dali couch, 

from HSanWL^, courtesy of Philip 
■pH Wilson Publishing. Villa Malaparte, by 

Thibaulr Cutssec, courtesy of Metis. 
Copray & Scholtcn couch, courtesy of 

-. il Same EU. Blue striped cotton couches, 
by Fritz von der Schulenburg, courtesy 
of Interior Archive- Knole settee, 
courtesy of the National Trust Photo
graphic Librarj: Page 74, hhusei" 

Gardett. August 1972, courtesy of CNP archives.

Make sure to visit the following:

AA.K Business Envlronmente
202 East 26th Avenue 
Anchorage. Alaska 99503 
ph: 907-25S-3534 
fax: 907-276-4506

OBJECT LESSON 
Pages 47-54

CORRECTIONS
On the cover of the December 1999 issue, and on 
pages io6~toj of A Passion for Our Past”; the 
silverware is from F. J. Slirubsole, 104 East 57th 
Street, NYC 10022. 212-753-8920.

Dewey Galleries, Ltd.
53 Oid Santa Fe Trail 
Santa Fe, New Mexico S7501 
ph: 505-982-8632 
fax: 505-983-2625

Tlie preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approxi- 
matchst prices in this issutof House & Garden. While 
extreme care is taken to provide correct information, 

House it Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
verified before ordering any item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections may not be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowner.s.

— PRODUCED BY MARGARET A. BUCKLEY

Umn
501 Arden Way 
Sacramento, California 95815 
ph; 916-564-2900 
fax: 916-564-2999

HOUSE & GARDEN IS A REGISTERED TRADE
MARK Ol- LF.S PUBLICAITONS CONDE NAST S.A, 
PUBLISHED UNDER THE LICENSE BY 
ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS, INC., 
THROUGH ITS UNINCORPORATED DIVI
SION THE CONDlt NAST PUBLICATIONS INC. 
COPYRIGHT © 2000 BY THE CONDE NAST 
PUBLICATIONS INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
Contis Nast HOUSE & GARDEN {ISSN-io87-95z8) is 
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poliTe
societyby william norwich

t HE BEDROOM is the Only room in the 
house where you can misbehave,” vet
eran social figure Nan Kempner observed 
recently. “Well, officially misbehave, 
she qualified, with a ladylike laugh. 

Bedrooms and romance, cads and cupids- 
the advent of Valentine’s Day had sparked 
conversation about the future of romance 
in the twenty-first century. “Is there a
future for romance in the twenty-first century?”
Kempner said. “I think it depends on whether / 
flirting crosses into the New Age. You do know ^
it’s good manners to flirt? Never the home-wrecking |\ 
sort—of course not. One flirts politely, to I
be entertaining. To interest your dinner partner. [ /
And when you go home, you flirt with your //
husband. It is very important.” V

Kempner, who has been married to 
investment banker Thomas Lenox 
Kempner for nearly 50 years, expressed
concern that the typical, increasingly ------- -
work-oriented American bedroom 
turns off, rather than turns on, reveries of flirtation;
“Do people have seductive bedrooms anymore? My great
est investment is the embroidered sheets in our bedroom.
I have eighteenth-century chinoiserie/>6r;)«ry»e/nr. Two 
upholstered chairs in front of the fireplace, which 
C02y. Always be prepared, is my motto.”

Bring on the tapestries, the cashmere, the frills, the peeka
boo whatever, a European colleague advises. She blames acute

decorating in the master bedroom. Consider the number of 
photographs of former flames and ex-spouses you rest on 
shelves and bureau tops. Pay attention to how certain colors ir. 
the bedroom can flatter your company, rather than casting 
them in an unpleasant light. I think steel blue is a real problem 
in the bedroom, Too cold. I also think uncontrolled overhead 
lighting in a room is death to sensuality. A mirror overhead, 
on the other hand? Well, go for it. I’m all for bold strokes.” 

For fashion designer John Bartlett, Tanksley covered

in

are so

Is there a flitupe for romance In the 21 st century?(( jj

•Nan Kempner
American political correctness for muddying the bedroom. 
“This American preoccupation with equality of the sexes 
shows itself in the bedroom as the most unbelievably boring 
decorating,” she opines. “American bedrooms are either 
minimal or, -worse, unisex. Political correctness is a form of 
tyranny which should never be confused with good manners. 
Forgive me if this isn’t p.c., but a man wants to enter a 
cocoon when he enters liis lover’s bedroom. Otherwise, he 
can check into a minimalist hotel with a stranger.”

‘A good host is considerate of his guests in every room of 
the house,” says interior designer Alan Tanksley “This includes

bedroom walls in a lush gray. For a current client, he is 
going all out, with bedroom frills and rich colors and 
fabrics: “She’s a married woman who told me, ‘I want my 
husband to find me sexy and pretty’ ”

And always, a dimmer for the lighting: “Dimmers are 
one hundred percent necessary.” With the dimmer comes 
the enlightening matter of who reaches for it first. Who takes 
the lead? “We’re talking about turning the dimmer down,” 
Tanksley says, “but on your partner’s fiftieth birthday, or on 
Valentine s Day, why not turn the dimmer up a notch and say 
something nice? It could be a great gesture of acceptance.’

i
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The new Lincoln LS will get you to your destination in record time.

Pity.

The new Lincoln LS is engineered to encourage rapid travel. Yet it has an Interior that practically begs you and your passengers

to linger. It's a conundrum that could require years of driving to solve. Better get started. For more information, visit our web

site at www.lincolnvehicies.com or call toll-free 877 2DriveLS (877 237-4835).
i LINCOLN LS

LINCOLN. AMERICAN LUXURY.



how do i love thee?
let me download the ways

thousands of inspired ideas for valentine’s day.
stunning jewelry, watches, fragrances and other fine accessories.
hundreds of world-class brands,
all with free shipping and custom gift packaging.
all just a click away.

ASHFORD.COM
ail the stuff you really, really wantwww.ashforcJ.com /1 •888*999»4645 / aol keyword: ashford.com


